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WEATHER MODIFICATION
The Science Behind Cloud Seeding

The Science

The cloud-seeding process aids precipitation formation by
enhancing ice crystal production in clouds. When the ice
crystals grow sufficiently, they become snowflakes and fall to
the ground.

Silver iodide has been selected for its environmental safety and
superior efficiency in producing ice in clouds. Silver iodide adds
microscopic particles with a structural similarity to natural ice
crystals. Ground-based and aircraft-borne technologies can be
used to add the particles to the clouds.

Safety

Research has clearly documented that cloud seeding with
silver-iodide aerosols shows no environmentally harmful effect.
Iodine is a component of many necessary amino acids. Silver is
both quite inert and naturally occurring, the amounts released
are far less than background silver already present in unseeded
areas.

Effectiveness

Numerous studies performed by universities, professional
research organizations, private utility companies and weather
modification providers have conclusively demonstrated the
ability for Silver Iodide to augment precipitation under the
proper atmospheric conditions.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARYIn many past winter seasons, cloud seeding has been conducted in several differentregions within central and southern Utah.  Since the mid-1970s seeding has beenconcentrated in the mountainous watersheds from Millard and Sanpete Countiessouthward to the Pine Valley Mountains and Washington County and the headwaters of theSevier River in Iron and Garfield Counties.  The mountainous portions of Tooele and JuabCounties have been included as seeding target areas since 1988. The intended target areasof this program generally include terrain above 7,000 feet elevation. The Southern andCentral Utah Seeding Program utilizes approximately 70 ground-based, manually-operated(Cloud Nuclei Generator, or CNG) sites, containing a 2% silver iodide solution. The goal ofthe seeding program is to augment wintertime snowpack/precipitation over the seededwatersheds. Cost sharing for the seeding program is provided by the Utah Division ofWater Resources, and additional funds from the Lower Colorado River Basin States hasresulted in early-season (November 1st-15th) and late season (March 16th– April 15th)extensions to the seeding program since 2010.Precipitation and snowfall were generally near normal during the 2019-2020winter season, with the higher totals generally observed in far southern Utah. A total of3,602.25 CNG hours were conducted during 18 storm periods for the core program thisseason, out of a maximum budgeted 6,500 hours. An additional 1,376.75 hours of seedingwere conducted during 9 storm periods for the late-season Lower Basin Extension. Therewere no seeding suspensions during the 2019-2020 season.Evaluations of the effectiveness of the cloud seeding program were made for boththe past winter season and for all seeded seasons combined.  These evaluations utilizeSNOTEL records collected by the Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS) atselected sites within and surrounding the seeded target area, as well as some seasonalstreamflow data. Analyses of the effects of seeding on target area precipitation and snowwater content have been conducted for this seeding program, utilizing target/controlcomparison techniques. Evaluation of December – March precipitation data havesuggested long-term seasonal increases averaging 12% for both Eastern Tooele County andthe primary target areas of central and southern Utah.  April 1st snowpack evaluations havesuggested 10% increase in Eastern Tooele County and 4% increases for the central andsouthern Utah watersheds.   As discussed in section 6.0 of the report, the precipitationevaluation results are stronger mathematically, and suggest roughly a 1.3” increase inseasonal precipitation in the target areas due to seeding. This would likely produce anaverage additional runoff of more than 70,000 acre-feet annually in these watersheds.
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1.0 INTRODUCTIONSince the mid-1970s, operational cloud seeding has been routinely conductedthroughout the winter and early spring seasons over many of the mountainous watershedsof central and southern Utah. Water managers and others concerned about maintainingadequate water supplies have recognized that application of cloud seeding technology canbe a viable method available to augment and help stabilize water supplies.  By employingcloud seeding it could be possible to moderately increase the amount of precipitation andrunoff beyond that which would have occurred naturally.  Operations can be suspended inportions of or all of certain winter seasons that experience excessive amounts ofprecipitation. Cloud seeding suspensions, for example, were invoked in the 1982, 1983,1993, 1995, 2005, 2008, 2010, 2011, 2017 and 2019 water years. Operations weresuspended entirely in the 1984 water year due to abnormally wet conditions.In a number of past winter seasons, cloud seeding has been conducted in manydifferent regions within central and southern Utah.  Since the mid-1970s seeding has beenconcentrated in the mountainous watersheds from Millard and Sanpete Countiessouthward to the Pine Valley Mountains and Washington County and the headwaters of theSevier River in Iron and Garfield Counties.  The mountainous portions of Tooele and JuabCounties have been included as seeding target areas since 1988.  A map showing thecurrent boundaries of these seeded target areas is provided in Figure 1.1.  The target areas,generally terrain above 7,000 feet MSL, were selected as high-yield areas with substantialsnowpack accumulation.  These areas are the primary contributors to spring and summerstreamflow.  Figure 1.2 depicts the average annual precipitation for the State of Utah.  Thisfigure graphically demonstrates these higher-yield areas.Traditionally, the sponsoring counties or water conservancy districts havecontracted the cloud seeding program in central and southern Utah with the Utah WaterResources Development Corporation (UWRDC).  The UWRDC, a non-profit organization,was formed in the 1950s to act as a liaison between the agencies desiring cloud seedingand the company providing the actual cloud seeding equipment and operations.  NorthAmerican Weather Consultants (NAWC), has been contracting with the UWRDC in thiscapacity. During the current water year, the State of Utah, through the Division of WaterResources, was again a co-sponsor of this program through 50% cost sharing.Cloud seeding in Utah is regulated by the Utah Department of Natural Resourcesthrough the Division of Water Resources.  Utah law requires that operators conductingcloud seeding have both a license and a site-specific permit for the area(s) to be seeded.The three Lower Colorado River Basin States (Arizona, California and Nevada), as inprevious seasons, provided additional funding to extend the operational period in thoseareas of the southern target area, which contain tributaries to the Colorado River.
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Figure 1.1 Seeded target areas in central and southwestern Utah; Eastern
Tooele Target (yellow) and Primary Target (red)
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Figure 1.2    Utah average annual precipitation
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1.1 Core Program and Extension PeriodsAs the demand for fresh water continues to grow in the southwest, the ColoradoRiver is an extremely important component of the surface water supply in the region.Various Colorado River water interests (e.g. the Lower Basin States) have worked togetherin recent years to develop new or improved strategies aimed at enhancing the flow of theriver better managing the water resources.  One of the most promising strategies isincreasing the use of cloud seeding for precipitation augmentation where and when viableseeding opportunities occur.The primary Central and Southern Utah Seeding Program, funded by various Utahwater interests and the Division of Water Resources, was active from November 16 – April15 this season. The Central/Southern Utah Project was one of two Utah projects selected toreceive supplemental Lower Basin funding.  Via an agreement between the Lower BasinStates and Utah’s Division of Water Resources, supplemental funds for extension of theoperational seeding period for a portion of the Central/Southern Project have beenprovided.  The extension periods funded by Lower Basin States were from November 1-15and March 16 – April 15 during the 2019-2020 winter season. Thus, additional benefit wasrealized by some of the Utah sponsors at no additional cost to them.
1.2 Installation and Operation of Icing Rate MetersAn earlier agreement with the three Lower Basin States provided funds to purchasesome hardware for three remote icing rate meters.  The Lower Basin States provided fundsin the 2009 agreement to install and operate two of these sites beginning during the 2009-2010 winter season.  One site was installed in central Utah in conjunction with a UtahDepartment of Transportation site (Skyline), a second site was established at the BrianHead ski area in southern Utah.  Beginning with the 2012-13 winter season, a third icingmeter site has been active at Dry Ridge in the Uintas (this is within the High Uintas seedingprogram target area). The icing rate meters detect the presence of supercooled liquidwater (SLW) cloud droplets embedded in naturally occurring winter storms.  Thesedroplets are the target of the cloud seeding operations. Funds from the Lower Basin Statesare also provided for the analysis of the ice detector data to improve understanding ofwhen/where SLW occurs in cold-season storm events. A separate report will once againcover the analyses of data collected from these sites during this past season.
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2.0 PROJECT DESIGN

2.1 BackgroundEvaluations of this long-standing operational seeding project have consistentlyindicated increases in wintertime precipitation during the periods in which cloud seedingwas conducted.  Statistical analyses have suggested seasonal increases in precipitation thatmay be attributed to the cloud seeding program, averaging between 5% and 15% (Griffithet al., 2009).  Operational procedures during the 2019-2020 Central/Southern Utah cloudseeding program utilized the basic principles of applying cloud seeding technology thathave been shown to be effective during more than 40 years of wintertime cloud seeding forthe mountainous regions of Utah.  Continued increases in availability of weather data andforecast products have led to improved seeding opportunity recognition capabilities, andcontinued analysis of the effectiveness of operational cloud seeding projects is leading toimproved confidence in the accuracy of the long-term average effects of theCentral/Southern Utah Program.  NAWC has incorporated observational, seeding methodand evaluation enhancements into the project when they are believed to be of practicalvalue to the project.
2.2 Seedability CriteriaProject operations have utilized a selective seeding approach, which has proven tobe the most efficient method, providing the most cost-effective results.  Selective seedingmeans that operations are conducted only during storms (or portions of storms) whenseeding is likely to be effective.  These decisions are based on several criteria, whichdetermine the seedability of the storm.  The criteria deal with meteorologicalcharacteristics (temperature, stability, wind flow and moisture content) associated withwinter cloud systems.  Table 2-1 provides the seeding criteria which NAWC has establishedfor the southern/central Utah winter cloud seeding program.Seeding cannot be effective unless the seeding material reaches portions of cloudsequal to or colder than the warmest activation temperature (near -5°C) for silver iodide.This will generally be accomplished if the cloud base is at a lower elevation than themountain crest and no temperature inversions or stable layers exist between the elevationof the cloud seeding generator and the cloud base.  There were some storm events duringthe season where the cloud temperatures were too warm for seeding to be effectiveaccording to NAWC’s operational criteria (see Table 2-1, item 4) and were therefore notseeded. The existence of low-level stability can inhibit the effects of seeding by trappingsilver iodide particles released from ground-based sources and preventing them fromtraveling to portions of the cloud where they can aid in nucleation and eventual
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precipitation production. Griffith et al., (2013) provides additional information on theseedability of winter storms.
Table 2-1

NAWC Winter Cloud Seeding Criteria

1) CLOUD BASES ARE BELOW THE MOUNTAIN BARRIER CREST.2) LOW-LEVEL WIND DIRECTIONS AND SPEEDS WOULD FAVORTHE MOVEMENT OF THE SILVER IODIDE PARTICLES FROMTHEIR RELEASE POINTS INTO THE INTENDED TARGET AREA.3) NO LOW-LEVEL ATMOSPHERIC INVERSIONS OR STABLE LAYERSTHAT WOULD RESTRICT THE VERTICAL MOVEMENT OF THESILVER IODIDE PARTICLES FROM THE SURFACE TO AT LEASTTHE -5°C (23°F) LEVEL OR COLDER.4) TEMPERATURE AT MOUNTAIN BARRIER CREST HEIGHTEXPECTED TO BE -5°C (23°F) OR COLDER.5) TEMPERATURE AT THE 700 MB LEVEL (APPROXIMATELY 10,000FEET) EXPECTED TO BE WARMER THAN -15°C (5°F).
2.3 Equipment and Project Set-UpDuring the autumn of 2019, following a period of off-season maintenance, NAWCtechnicians re-installed the ground-based cloud seeding generators at sites selected toproduce seeding plumes over the target areas in various wind situations.  The target areasare discussed in more detail in Section 4.0.  The seeding generator site locations,approximately 70 in all, are shown in Figure 2.1.  Information on these locations isprovided in Table 2-2.Eleven ground-based seeding sites were available in eastern Tooele County (ET)during the season, located throughout the Tooele Valley from Erda and Grantsvillesouthward to Faust, with additional sites to the west of the Stansbury Range, in SkullValley.  These locations allow for targeting of this portion of the seeding target area(Oquirrh and Stansbury Mountains) during a variety of wind flow situations.
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The second seeded target group is referred to as the Primary Target (PT).  Thistarget area covers a large portion of central and southwestern Utah, including the principlemountain ranges listed below.• Wasatch Range - northeast of Nephi• Wasatch Plateau - east of Mt. Pleasant to east of Manti• San Pitch Mountains - east of Levan to Gunnison• Fish Lake Hightop Plateau - east of Koosharem• Pavant Range - east of Fillmore to Cove Fort• Tushar Mountains - east of Beaver• Sevier Plateau - east of Salina to Panguitch• Valley Mountains - east of Scipio• Paunsaugunt Plateau - east of Panguitch and Hatch• Markagunt Plateau - east of Paragonah to Brian Head• Pine Valley/Harmony Mountains - southwest of Cedar City to St. George• Kolob Terrace - south of Cedar City to Springdale
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Figure 2.1    Target areas and seeding site locations (not all sites may be seen on map
due to proximity to others)
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Table 2-2
Seeding Site Locations

Site
Number Name Lat. (N) Long. (W) Elevation

(feet)10-1 Lakepoint 40°40.65’ 112°15.22’ 443010-2 Grantsville 40°35.99' 112°28.88' 434210-3 Stockton 40°26.12' 112°21.18' 523410-4 Clover 40°19.50' 112°28.75' 534210-6 Skull Valley North 40°41.11' 112°40.10' 428910-7 Skull Valley Central 40°32.20' 112°44.74' 439010-8 Terra 40°19.12' 112°37.60' 516610-9 Pine Canyon 40°33.09' 112°15.15' 509510-10 Settlement Canyon 40°31.14’ 112°18.16’ 514010-11 Skull Valley #3 40°35.00’ 112°41.00’ 430010-12 Skull Valley #4 40°23.87’ 112°42.92’ 489011-1 Indianola 39°48.20' 111°29.07' 598611-2 Elberta 39°57.12' 111°57.72' 473211-3 Mona 39°48.93’ 111°51.61’ 494311-4 Nephi West 39°42.78' 111°51.56' 504211-5 Hideaway Valley 39°46.32' 111°27.90' 630013-1 Levan 39°33.17' 111°52.06' 528613-3 Fairview 39°39.61’ 111°25.87’ 612513-4 Fountain Green 39°37.69' 111°38.88' 598513-5 Milburn 39°44.88' 111°24.96' 678713-6 Salina 38°57.22' 111°51.21' 519013-7 Centerfield 39°07.60' 111°49.43' 510013-8 Ephraim 39°20.73' 111°34.95' 5626
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Site
Number

Name Lat. (N) Long. (W) Elevation
(feet)13-10 Mt. Pleasant 39°32.46' 111°27.03' 598113-11 Manti 39°16.08' 111°39.51' 550513-12 Fairview South 39°36.44' 111°26.71 585514-1 Leamington 39°31.99' 112°16.92' 472114-2 Oak City 39°22.76' 112°20.43' 505914-3 McCornick 39°07.95' 112°20.01' 484814-4 Holden 39°05.92' 112°16.49' 507714-5 Fillmore 39°00.71’ 112°22.30’ 487914-6 Kanosh 38°47.71' 112°26.20' 504814-7 Cove Fort 38°36.35' 112°35.44' 594217-1 Junction 38°14.28' 112°13.42' 601817-2 Marysvale 38°26.98' 112°13.72' 587017-3 Joseph 38°37.34' 112°13.00' 543517-4 Richfield 38°45.96’ 112°04.68’ 529617-5 Annabella 38°42.17' 112°03.77' 531617-6 Koosharem 38°30.87' 111°53.13' 697317-7 Antimony 38°05.29' 111°57.25' 666117-8 Loa 38°23.83' 111°38.89' 705217-9 Angle 38°14.91' 111°57.65' 641517-10 Greenwich 38°26.00’ 111°55.54’ 688218-2 Mayfield 39°06.97' 111°42.52' 555021-1 Cedar City West 37°43.84' 113°04.53' 552521-2 New Harmony 37°29.05' 113°18.85' 535521-5 Rockville 37°09.70' 113°02.35' 373721-7 Veyo 37°20.79' 113°42.04' 4544
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Site
Number

Name Lat. (N) Long. (W) Elevation
(feet)21-8 Enterprise 37°34.50' 113°43.99' 534521-9 Newcastle 37°40.61' 113°33.73' 524221-10 Paragonah 37°52.98’ 112°46.56’ 588021-11 Pine Valley 37°23.05' 113°29.57' 657921-12 Gunlock 37°17.16' 113°45.88' 363821-13 Springdale 37°11.65' 112°59.83' 398721-17 Summit 37°48.04' 112°55.96' 600922-1 Hatch 37°39.20' 112°26.00' 692222-2 Duck Creek 37°31.50’ 112°39.80’ 845122-3 Spry 37°52.43' 112°26.24' 656422-4 Panguitch 37°49.33' 112°26.30' 661922-5 Panguitch Lake 37°42.39’ 112°38.47’ 825522-7 Circleville 38°10.27' 112°16.03' 608222-8 Brian Head Summit 37°41.64' 112°50.76' 959122-9 Brian Head 37°41.58' 112°51.00' 970022-10 Dammeron Valley 37°18.26' 113°40.56' 454622-11 Enoch 37°46.44' 113°01.55' 556622-14 St. George 37°04.16' 113°32.56' 270922-15 Orderville 37°16.62’ 112°38.10’ 547022-16 Henrieville 37°33.72’ 112°59.64’ 6000

The primary target area reaches from eastern Juab County in central Utah,southward to the northern portions of Washington and Kane Counties in southwesternUtah.
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There are approximately 60 seeding generator sites available for the primary targetareas.   These generators extended roughly in north to south lines west of the target areasin eastern Juab and Millard well as throughout Sanpete, Sevier and Piute Counties.  Furthersouth, generators were located in Iron, Garfield, Kane, and Washington Counties. Thisequipment array provides various seeding options regardless of wind direction, as somegenerators are nearly always upwind of a portion of the target area during storms. Itshould be noted that winds during winter storms in Utah typically blow from the westtoward the east, most commonly from the southwest before frontal passages and from thenorthwest following cold frontal passages.The cloud seeding equipment at each site includes a cloud seeding generator unitand a propane gas supply tank.   The seeding solution consists of two percent (by weight)silver iodide (AgI), complexed with small portions of sodium iodide and para-dichlorobenzene, in solution with acetone.  This particular solution is used because it isformulated specifically to be a “fast-acting” nucleation agent via the condensation-freezingmechanism, rather than via the slower contact nucleation mechanism.  This is an importantcharacteristic, given the relatively narrow mountain barriers within the cloud seedingtarget areas in Utah.  The 2% silver iodide solution has been used throughout most of thehistory of the program.The seeding units are manually operated by a local operator igniting propane in aburn chamber, and then adjusting the flow of the seeding solution into the burn chamberthrough a flow rate meter.  The propane gas pressurizes the solution tank, which allows thesolution to be forced into the burn chamber.  The regulated seeding solution is sprayed intothe propane flame, where microscopic silver iodide crystals are formed through thecombustion process.  The silver iodide is released at a rate of eight grams per hour, andafter combustion it produces these ice-forming nuclei crystals, which closely resemblenatural ice crystals in structure.  These crystals become active as ice-forming nucleibeginning at temperatures near -5°C (23°F) in-cloud.  Since experience has indicated thatseeding is most effective within a particular temperature range (Griffith et al., 2013), theseeding generators were operated only during those periods when the temperatureswithin the cloud mass were between about -5 and -25°C (+23 to –13°F). For the seeding tobe effective, the AgI crystals must become active in the cloud region which containssupercooled liquid water droplets sufficiently far upwind of the mountain crest so that theavailable supercooled liquid water can be effectively converted to ice crystals which willthen grow to snowflake sizes and fall out of the cloud onto the mountain barrier.  If the AgIcrystals take too long to become active, or if the temperature upwind of the crest is toowarm, the plume will pass from the generator through the precipitation formation zone
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and over the mountain crest without freezing the cloud drops in time to affect precipitationin the desired area.Most storms that affect Utah’s mountains are associated with synoptic (large-scale)weather systems that move into Utah from the southwest, west, or northwest.  Usually theyconsist of a frontal system and/or an upper trough, with the air preceding the front ortrough flowing from the south or southwest.  As the front/trough passes through the area,the wind flow changes to the west, northwest, or north and the atmosphere cools.  Cloudsand precipitation may precede the front/trough passage, or they may mostly occur alongthe boundary of the colder air mass that moves into the region, and in some cases,continuing in the airmass behind the front or trough.   For that reason, the seedinggenerators were situated to enable effective targeting in varying wind flow regimes,primarily ranging from southwesterly to northwesterly.  Winds in meteorology arereported from the direction with which the winds are blowing. For example, a southwestwind means the winds are blowing towards the northeast.The core 2019-2020 cloud seeding program for central and southern Utah began onNovember 15, 2019 and ended on March 15, 2020.  Time extensions, funded by the LowerBasin States, covered the periods of November 1-15, 2019 and March 16 – April 15, 2020for the portions of the target area that potentially contribute runoff to the Colorado River.The seeding generators located in the central valley from approximately Milburn to Hatchwere used in this program extension, as well as a few sites in the area near Koosharem,Antimony, and Loa, plus those in the vicinity of Brian Head and the Pine Valley Mountains.Seeding from the central valley sites would be expected to produce positive seeding effectson both the western and eastern slopes of the Wasatch Plateau.  The eastern slopes of theWasatch Plateau are tributary to the Colorado River.  Seeding from these sites and thosenear Antimony would provide increases in precipitation on the western and eastern slopesof the Escalante Mountains (eastern slopes tributary to the Colorado River) and theThousand Lakes and Boulder Mountains (also tributary to the Colorado River).  Figure 2.2is a map of the areas that contribute runoff to the Colorado River, areas where early andlate-season time extensions to the seeding program were funded by the Lower Basin States.These areas are also included as part of the core program and so are subject to seedingoperations during the entire seasonal period.
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Figure 2.2 Portions of the Southern/Central Utah Program that contribute to the
Colorado River

2.4 Suspension CriteriaNAWC has a standing policy of operating within guidelines adopted to ensure publicsafety.  Accordingly, NAWC, working in conjunction with the Utah Division of WaterResources, has developed criteria and procedures for the suspension of cloud seeding
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operations (detailed in Appendix A). Due to a large number of wildfires during the pastcouple of years, NAWC’s suspension criteria included situations that might impact severalburn areas located with the central/southern Utah target areas during periods that mightbe conducive to debris flows. There were no seeding suspensions during the 2019-2020season.
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3.0 WEATHER DATA AND MODELS USED IN SEEDING OPERATIONSNAWC maintains a fully equipped project operations center at its Sandy, Utahheadquarters.  Meteorological information is acquired online from a wide variety ofsources, including some subscriber services.  This information includes weather forecastmodel data, surface observations, rawinsonde (weather balloon) upper-air observations,satellite images, NEXRAD radar information, and local webcams.  This information helpsNAWC meteorologists to determine when conditions are appropriate for cloud seeding.Each of NAWC’s meteorologists also has a fully capable computer system with internetaccess at home, to allow continued monitoring and conduct of seeding operations outsideof regular business hours. Figures 3.1–3.3 show examples of some of the available weatherinformation that was used in this decision-making process during the 2019-2020 winterseason.
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Figure 3.1 Visible spectrum satellite image at 1226 MDT April 16 as a trough pushed
through the state
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Figure 3.2 Weather radar image of northern and central Utah on April 15, 2020
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Figure 3.3 500 mb map at 1800 MDT on April 15, 2020, showing a trough covering
much of the U.S.
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Global and regional forecast models are an important tool for operational cloudseeding decisions.  Models forecast a variety of parameters at different levels of theatmosphere, including winds, temperatures, moisture, and surface parameters such asaccumulated precipitation.  An example of a display from the global GFS forecast model isshown in Figure 3.4.

Figure 3.4 GFS model forecast (700-mb wind/moisture/temperature panel)
during a storm event on January 1, 2020.

Figure 3.5 provides predictions of ground-based seeding plume dispersion for astorm period in central and southern Utah using the National Oceanic and AtmosphericAdministration’s HYSPLIT model (information provided in Appendix B).  This model assistsin estimating the horizontal and vertical spread of a plume from potential ground-basedseeding sites in real-time, based on wind fields contained in the weather forecast models.
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Figure 3.5 HYSPLIT plume dispersion forecast from a seeding storm event on the March 20,
2020, for a portion of the target area in far southwestern Utah (black outlines).
This shows short term (1-hour) plume dispersion forecasts for potential seeding
sites.
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An agreement between the three Lower Colorado River Basin States and the UtahDivision of Water Resources has provided funding to acquire and install icing rate metersand special precipitation detectors at three sites in Utah.  These sites were re-establishedfor the 2019-2020 winter season, with two of them located in the Central/Southern Utahproject area. The two in the project area were located at Brian Head (east of Cedar City)and at Skyline (east of Fairview).  The ice detectors are used to measure the occurrence ofsupercooled liquid cloud droplets, useful in making real-time seeding decisions, as well asfor later analysis. The icing meter cycles when a certain amount of icing accumulates on asmall probe. The probe is then heated briefly to de-ice the probe. Multiple cycles areindicative of likely favorable seeding situations, assuming that the other seeding criteria(especially temperature) are met.  Figure 3.6 provides a photograph of an installation atBrian Head. Figure 3.7 provides a close-up of this suite with labels assigned to the variouscomponents, with a similar site located at Skyline (east of Fairview in central Utah).

Figure 3.6 Special instrument suite at Brian Head Ski Area
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Figure 3.7 Close-up photo of the special instrument suite at Brian Head
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During the 2019-2020 season, a passive microwave radiometer was sited at BrianHead, which was made possible with funding by the Lower Colorado River Basin States.This was considered an excellent location, based on the meteorology of this area andimportance to runoff contributing to the Colorado River.  NAWC has also worked withBrian Head personnel for a number of years in support of the icing meter site located there.The radiometer provides a vertical profile of various atmospheric parameters, particularlythe occurrence of liquid water along with associated temperature profiles.  This allows foridentification of areas of SLW at suitably cold temperatures, as well as indications of thetemperature profile of the lower atmosphere which affects the dispersion of seedingmaterial.  These observations are useful both operationally in real-time and for post-analysis. The location of this radiometer was near the icing meter site also located at BrianHead, with a scan angle toward the icing meter site deliberately selected. This will providea useful comparison of data from the two instruments. An analysis of the radiometer datafrom Brian Head will be included in a separate report.  Figure 3.8 is an image of the BrianHead radiometer, and Figure 3.9 is an example of radiometer data.
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Figure 3.8 Radiometer sited at the Brian Head Ski Resort in Brian Head, Utah

Figure 3.9 Example of radiometer data
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4.0 OPERATIONSA total of 18 storm events were seeded during the core program contract period(November 15th – March 15th), and nine additional events were seeded during the springextension period (March 16th – April 15th).  There were no seeding opportunities during theNovember 1-15 portion of the Lower Basin States extension this season. In all, there werethree storm events seeded in November, four events in December, seven in January, two inFebruary, eight in March, and three in April.  For the regular contract period, a cumulative3,602.25 generator hours were utilized.  For the Lower Basin extension, there was anadditional 1,376.75 generator hours of seeding conducted. Figure 4.1 shows cumulativeseeding hours for the core program this season. Table 4-1 shows the dates and number ofCNGs used for each of the storm events, and Appendix B shows detailed usage for theindividual CNG sites.

Figure 4.1 Cumulative and budgeted seeding hours for the southern/central Utah core
program during the 2019-2020 season. Red line shows actual usage this season,
while the black diagonal line depicts a linear usage of budgeted hours.
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Table 4-1
Storm dates and generator usage, 2019-2020 season

Storm No. Date(s) Number of
CNG Sites

Number of Generator Hours
Primary
Contract

Lower Basin
Extension

Total
Hours1 November 20-21 10 156.5 156.52 November 25-26 37 555 5553 November 27-30 34 548.25 548.254 December 4-5 2 29.5 29.55 December 8-9 13 105.75 105.756 December 13-14 1 20.5 20.57 December 23-25 21 500.5 500.58 January 1-2 18 228.25 228.259 January 11 21 115.25 115.2510 January 12-13 14 166 16611 January 14 4 10.5 10.512 January 16-17 13 159 15913 January 26-27 24 236.5 236.514 January 30 9 56 5615 February 2-3 29 358 35816 February 22-23 22 270 27017 March 1 11 84.25 84.2518 March 8 1 2.5 2.519 March 18 18 142 14220 March 19-20 20 478.75 478.7521 March 21 2 8.75 8.7522 March 23 3 9.5 9.523 March 25-26 15 185 18524 March 29 6 43.5 43.525 April 1-2 18 211 21126 April 8-9 6 82.5 82.527 April 15-16 11 185.75 185.75Total Hours 3,602.25 1,346.75 4,949* Seeding funded by the Lower Basin States
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As of April 1st, 2020, SNOTEL observations showed variable numbers, withsnowpack mostly above the long-term median values and water year to date generallybelow the long-term mean values.  Part of this differences is expected due to the differencesbetween the median (used as a normal for snowpack) and mean (used as a normal forprecipitation).  The highest percentages overall for the season were in southwestern Utah.The April 1 data are summarized in Table 4-2.
Table 4-2

Snowpack and Precipitation Percentages on April 1, 2020River Basin No. of ReportingStations Snow WaterPercent of Median Water YearPrecipitationPercent of AverageTooele County 3 104% 80%Price - San Rafael 6 101% 89%Beaver River 2 97% 87%Upper Sevier River 11 113% 94%SouthwesternUtah 8 138% 101%Figure 4.2 provides the percent of median values of April 1 snow water content forUtah. Figures 4.4 – 4.6 show the seasonal snow water content and cumulative water yearprecipitation and normals at Mammoth-Cottonwood in central Utah, Webster Flat insouthwest Utah, and Mining Fork in Tooele County (all NRCS SNOTEL sites). Figures 4.3 –4.5 show October 1, 2019 – April 1, 2020 snow water equivalent, accumulatedprecipitation, and normal values for three SNOTEL sites.
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Figure 4.2 Snow water content in Utah on April 1st, 2020 (percent of median)
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Figure 4.3 SNOTEL graph for Dry Fork in Tooele County.  The black and blue lines represent accumulated precipitation and
snow water content for the current season, respectively.  The grey and red lines are the corresponding 30-year
averages.
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Figure 4.4 SNOTEL graph for Mammoth-Cottonwood in central Utah.  The black and blue lines represent accumulated
precipitation and snow water content for the current season, respectively.  The grey and red lines are the
corresponding 30-year averages.
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Figure 4.5 SNOTEL graph for Webster Flat in southwestern Utah.  The black and blue lines represent accumulated
precipitation and snow water content for the current season, respectively.  The grey and red lines are
the corresponding 30-year averages.
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4.1 Operational ProceduresIn operational practice, an approaching storm was monitored at the NAWCoperations center in Sandy with the aid of continually updated online weather information.Outside typical business hours, NAWC’s meteorologists monitored the weather informationusing computer systems at their residences.  If the storm parameters met the seedabilitycriteria presented in Table 2-1 of Section 2 and no seeding curtailments or suspensionswere in effect, an appropriate array of seeding generators was ignited and adjusted asconditions required.  Seeding continued as long as conditions were favorable andprecipitating clouds remained over the target areas.  In a normal sequence of events,certain generators would be used in the early period of the storm passage, some of whichmight be turned off as the wind directions at various levels of the atmosphere changed,while others were used later to target the area in response to the evolving wind pattern.Some generator sites, due to their location, were used in a wider variety of wind flowsituations than others and were thus used more often.
4.2 Operational SummaryA synopsis of the atmospheric conditions during operational seeding periods isprovided below.  All times reported are local, either in MST or MDT.  This synopsisdescribes seeded storm periods, as well as some significant storm periods that were notseeded.
November 2019November was quite wet in far southern Utah, with over twice and locally aroundthree times the normal monthly precipitation.  Central portions of the state were quitevariable, with above normal totals in most areas but below normal precipitation just northof the target areas and in the vicinity of Tooele County. There were no seedingopportunities during the early season extension period which occurs from November 1-15,as the weather was essentially completely dry during the early and middle portion of themonth.  However, some significant seeding opportunities occurred (for the core program)during the second half of November. Figure 4.6 shows precipitation as a percentage of theaverage (mean) monthly values across the region in November.
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Figure 4.6 November 2019 precipitation, percent of normal

The first seeding opportunity of the season occurred on November 20th-21st, as aclosed low moving from southern California into the Four Corners region broke a long dryperiod in southern Utah.  Daily rainfall records were broken in far southwestern Utah, withover an inch of rainfall in areas around St. George and Cedar City. The 700 mb
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temperature dropped to around -5°C to -6°C in association with the core of this system.Seeding began on the evening of November 20th for higher mountain areas of southernUtah in a south to southeast wind pattern and continued until midday on November 21stwhen conditions began to dry across the area. A significant amount of icing was observedat Brian Head during portions of this event with approximately a cycle per 15-minuteperiod for a time on the morning of the 21st.  Skyline recorded two icing cycles, one on theafternoon of the 20th and one in the early morning of the 21st. Precipitation was generousover much of the target areas, ranging from roughly a half inch of water equivalent in morenorthern portions of the target areas to over two inches in portions of the southernmountains.Two major storm events affected the area during the last five days of November,which ultimately turned a very dry month into one that ended up with over 150% of themonthly average precipitation in most of southern Utah. A strong cold front moved acrossUtah from northwest to southeast on the 25th, with the 700 mb temperature dropping fromroughly 0°C to -10°C with the frontal passage.   Orographic snowfall then continued in someareas on the morning of November 26th in northwesterly flow, with the 700-mbtemperature falling as low as -14°C. Widespread seeding occurred from about midday onthe 25th through the morning of the 26th in some areas, ending around midday.Precipitation amounts with this storm period ranged from about 0.5 to 1.0 inches of waterequivalent in most of the target areas.  Significant icing, including a few double cycles per15-minute period, was observed at Brian Head from about 2000 MST on November 25th toaround 0400 MST on the morning of the 26th, even with cold site temperatures near -16°C.Skyline observed one icing cycle shortly before midnight. Figure 4.7 is an image of datafrom the Brian Head ice detector site for a portion of this event.
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Figure 4.7   Brian Head precipitation rate (top), temperature (center) and icing cycles (lower panel) for the November 25-26
storm event. This figure shows a precipitation period accompanied by falling temperatures, followed by a period of
significant icing.
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A large, deep trough developed near the west coast on November 27th -28th, withincreasing moisture from a subtropical plume over northern Mexico and into Arizona andsouthern Utah.  Seeding began from a few sites on the evening of the 27th in far southernUtah, although winds were slightly east of southerly and temperatures warming to around -5°C at 700 mb, which limited seeding opportunity. Further north, light snowfall wasoriginating from a high cloud deck with some stability in the lower levels, which was notfavorable for seeding, although seeding continued in southern Utah through the night of the28th.  A frontal (baroclinic) zone remained essentially stalled over Utah into the night ofNovember 28th-29th, and was a focus of continued moderate to heavy snowfall over much ofthe southern and central portions of the state, with the 700 mb temperature generallyremaining around -4°C to -6°C.   Sporadic icing was observed at Brian Head, mainly aroundmidday on the 28th with a period of multiple cycles per 15-minutes.  On November 29th,winds became more westerly as the colder portion of the trough moved across the area.The 700 mb temperature cooled to around -12°C over much of the state and snowfallbecame more convective and orographic in nature.  Seeding operations shifted into centralUtah based on the change in storm characteristics and wind direction.  Significant icingactivity was observed at the Skyline site during this latter portion of the event from theafternoon of the 29th into the morning of the 30th, including one multiple cycle per 10-minute period there, with some additional cycles at Brian Head as well. Snowfall finallytapered off statewide on the morning of the 30th and seeding operations ended.Precipitation totals for the November 27th- 30th period ranged from about 1.5 inches to asmuch as 6 inches of water equivalent, with heavier totals generally favoring the southernmountains. Both late November seeded events (November 25th-26th and November 27th-30th) had the highest seeding totals of any storm events this season, each having well over500 generator hours.
December 2019December proved to be another wet month in far southern Utah, and generally nearnormal elsewhere.  There were four seeded events during the month, some of which werevery limited in scope while others were more significant. Figure 4.8 shows Decemberprecipitation patterns as a percentage of the monthly average.
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Figure 4.8 December 2019 precipitation, percent of normal
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A storm system moved eastward from California into the Great Basin on December4th, drawing significant moisture northward from the low-level remnants of a subtropicalmoisture plume to the south of Utah.  Temperatures over Utah were mild, generallywarmer than -5°C at 700 mb although cooled to near the level on the night of December 4th-5th. Due to the warm temperatures, combined with stability in the lower levels of theatmosphere over most of the state, seeding was only feasible using a couple of high-elevation sites near Brian Head which were near to above the -5°C temperature height.Due to a southerly wind direction, these sites could potentially seed a significant area to thenorth.  This very moist storm event resulted in significant icing activity at both ice detectorsites beginning on the evening of December 4th at Brian Head and just after midnight atSkyline.  Consistent icing continued until about 0600 MST on the 5th at Brian Head and untilabout 1800 MST at Skyline.  At the Brian Head site, the icing was associated with a sitetemperature of between -5°C and -7°C which was cold enough to support seedingoperations there. Precipitation totals with most of this event were around a half inch inmost of the target areas except an inch or more in some southern mountain areas in theBrian Head vicinity. Seeding ended around 0900 MST on December 5th as skies hadpartially cleared in the Brian Head area at that point.A weak cold frontal boundary and cooling aloft on December 8th brought convectiveshowers and some thundershowers to portions of central and southern Utah, focused onthe south.  Although 700 mb temperatures were on the warm side, the relatively strongconvective activity made conditions favorable for seeding operations in southern portionsof the state during the afternoon and early evening hours.  Following this, the temperaturecooled to around -8°C at 700 mb and some light orographic snowfall occurred in centralUtah on the night of December 8th-9th. This resulted in a seeding opportunity for northernportions of central Utah overnight, with snowfall and seeding ending early on the 9th. AtBrian Head, a period of icing activity was observed early on the 8th, and Skyline recorded afew periods of icing activity from the early morning hours to the evening hours on the 8th.Precipitation totals were somewhat variable, from as little as 0.2 inches in portions of thetarget up to nearly an inch in some southwestern mountain areas, and generally averagingnear 0.5 inches.A cold front crossed Utah on December 14th with scattered areas of snow.  Givenwinds, temperatures, and some other factors, seeding opportunity was limited, but seedingwas conducted at Brian Head from midday on the 14th until the morning of the 15th.Significant and consistent icing was noted at Skyline through most of the 14th (althoughwith warm temperatures, around -3°C) and mainly from the morning through earlyafternoon at Brian Head with a site temperature around -5°C.  Precipitation totals werearound 0.5 inches in much of the target area, , and lesser totals were observed in thesouthern mountains.
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A large trough with several embedded waves produced significant precipitation andseeding opportunity on December 23rd-24th. Temperatures were initially too warm on the23rd but had cooled enough by late afternoon and evening for seeding to begin in someportions of central and southwestern Utah.  Precipitation continued into the morning of the24th, with a brief break before it increased again from the southwest later in the day.Snowfall and seeding ended late evening on the 24th in southwestern Utah and continuedovernight in central Utah, ending early on the 25th. Although temperatures were on thewarmer end of the seeding temperature range during most of the period, cooling to around-7°C at 700 mb occurred toward the end of the seeded period. Precipitation amountsduring this time period generally ranged from about 0.5 inches up to around 2.0 inches,with heaviest amounts in the southwestern mountains near Brian Head. Significant icingwas observed at Brian Head, including a few multiple cycles, mainly on the night ofDecember 24th-25th (Figure 4.9). Skyline recorded three icing cycles early to midday on the25th, near to just after the end of the seeded period. Due to the duration and extent of thisstorm, a total of 500 generator hours of seeding were conducted, making it one of the moreheavily seeded events of the season.
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Figure 4.9   Brian Head precipitation (upper panel), temperature (center), and icing (lower panel) for December 24-25.
Precipitation and icing periods were intermittent, with temperatures in a favorable range of -8°C to -13° C.
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January 2020January's precipitation patterns were essentially the opposite of the beginning ofthe season, with the southern part of the state being quite dry, and generally near normal(although quite variable) precipitation in northern portions of the target areas.   Therewere regular storm events during the month, although some of these were minor andlimited to northern portions.  There were a total of seven seeded storm periods in January.Figure 4.10 shows the monthly precipitation as a percentage of normal in January.
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Figure 4.10 January 2020 precipitation, percent of normal
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A fast-moving shortwave trough moved into Utah on January 1st, bringing a seedingopportunity for Tooele County as well as portions of central Utah beginning later in theday.  The 700-mb temperature cooled to below -5°C by late afternoon or early evening overthese areas in northwesterly flow and continued to cool overnight to near -10°C bymorning.  Strong winds and warm temperatures made seeding conditions generally poorfurther south, although significant icing was observed at Brian Head during the afternoonand evening of January 1st.   Skyline also had a period of afternoon and early evening icingwith site temperatures near -4°C.   Precipitation ended early on January 2nd and seedingended that morning as well.  Precipitation totals ranged up to about an inch in portions ofTooele County and central Utah, although tapered off rapidly further south to essentiallynothing in the far southern mountains.Another fast-moving system in northwesterly flow allowed for a fairly brief periodof seeding for Tooele County and northern portions of central Utah during the lateafternoon and evening of January 11th.  The 700 mb temperature was near -10°C and SLWappeared quite limited with most precipitation originating in a relatively thin, higher clouddeck. Skyline recorded an icing cycle in the evening and a few additional cycles overnight,while Brian Head did not observe any icing.  Precipitation totals ranged from about 0.5inches in northern portions of the target area to zero once again in far southern Utah.An active pattern continued during the January 12th-14th period in mainly thenorthern portions of the area, with another seeded storm event in Tooele County andnorthern portions of central Utah on the night of the 12th-13th.   Winds were mainlysouthwesterly on the night of January 12th-13th with a 700 mb temperature around -12°C inthe seeded areas. Seeding ended across these areas on January 13th, but a portion of thesystem affected northern Utah on the 14th with a frontal passage and some very briefseeding operations in Tooele County.  No icing was recorded at Skyline or Brian Headduring these time periods, and precipitation amounts were limited with a quarter to halfinch in northern (seeded) portions while it remained basically dry for the southern half ofUtah. A large trough moved into the region on the night of January 16th-17th, with strongwinds, snow and temperatures falling below -5°C at 700 mb late that night.  Seeding beganovernight and continued until midday on the 17th, by which point winds had become west-northwest and the 700 mb temperature had fallen below -10°C.  Precipitation mostly endedaround midday. Seeding was not conducted in Tooele County due to strong winds and thesystem mainly affected northern half to two-thirds of the state once again, so seedingoperations for this program were limited to portions of central Utah. Both Skyline andBrian Head recoded some icing activity on the morning of the 17th, with the icing brieflyheavy at Brian Head. Precipitation amounts ranged from about 0.5 – 1.0 inches in
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northern portions to around a quarter inch in the far south. The timing of the frontalpassage was not conducive to activating seeding sites in the south.A weak but somewhat moist system moved from Nevada into Utah on the night ofJanuary 26th-27th.  Temperatures were above -5°C at 700 mb initially, but fell into afavorable range overnight, dropping to around -8°C by the morning of the 27th.Precipitation became fairly widespread overnight, with winds from the west to northwest.Seeding ended on the morning of the 27th as precipitation tapered off for most areas.Skyline recorded five icing cycles overnight (Figure 4.11), with more extensive icingbetween about 2100 and 0900 MST at Brian Head with a few double cycles per 15-minuteperiod there. Precipitation amounts with this system were generally in the 0.25 to 0.50inch range.A weak system crossed Utah in north-northwesterly flow on January 30th, with a700 mb temperature generally between -7°C to -9°C. This system produced scatteredsnow showers, and seeding was conducted from some sites in western and southwesternportions of the state generally near the I-15 corridor.   There was a notable period of veryheavy icing recorded at Brian Head from roughly 1000 to 1600 MST, with up to as many asfive cycles per 15-minute period early in the afternoon.  This was observed in associationwith snow showers and a temperature near -9°C at the Brian Head site, suggestingexcellent conditions for seeding during that time period. Skyline only recorded one icingcycle during this time.  Precipitation amounts were very light and scattered with thissystem, with generally around 0.1 inches of water content at some SNOTEL sites.
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Figure 4.11   Skyline precipitation (upper panel), temperature (center) and icing (lower) for January 26-27.  This storm period
was characterized by some icing cycle during a precipitation period at Skyline, with steadily falling temperatures.
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February 2020February precipitation was below normal area-wide, with infrequent storm events.There were only two seeding opportunities, although both were fairly significant. Figure4.12 shows the February precipitation pattern across the region in comparison to averagevalues.
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Figure 4.12 February 2020 precipitation, percent of normal
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A strong, cold low pressure trough brought a major snow event to most of the statebeginning on the night of February 2nd-3rd and continuing through most of the day on the3rd.  Many areas in northern and central Utah received over a foot of snow accumulationwith this storm, particularly along the I-15 corridor. Seeding began on the night of the 2nd,mostly ending on the morning of the 3rd but continuing until midday in some areas.  Itappeared that SLW was somewhat limited with this storm, and very cold temperatures,falling below -15°C at 700 mb on February 3rd were a factor. The only icing observed was atBrian Head beginning late on the 3rd, on the tail end of the event and with a very cold sitetemperature (below -20°C). Seeding with this event was more widespread in TooeleCounty and central Utah although operations were conducted in parts of the south as well.Precipitation totals ranged from 1.5 inches or more of water equivalent in Tooele County toover 0.5 inches in portions of central and southern Utah, with generally lighter totals ineastern and southern portions of the target areas.Following this event, there was a period of strong north-northwesterly flow in awarm advection pattern on February 5th-6th that brought localized heavy snowfall amountsto certain orographically favored areas, including Tooele County and portions of centralUtah.  However, temperatures warmed above -5°C at 700 mb and the lower levelatmosphere was stable, preventing any good targeting options.  Widespread avalanchewarnings were also in effect for some of these areas due to heavy snow on top of lighter,dry snow, and major avalanches were reported in some areas. No seeding occurred duringthe February 5th-6th storm period.The only other seeding opportunity in February was with a closed low that movedfrom California to near the southern border of Utah on February 22nd-23rd.  Temperatureswere warm initially but seeding began on the evening of the 22nd as convective showersdeveloped, associated with cooling aloft as the low approached from southern Nevada.Seeding was conducted overnight in west-central and southwestern Utah.  The low movedinto the Four Corners region on February 23rd and winds became northerly as precipitationended over Utah, with seeding operations ending during the morning hours.  The 700 mbtemperature was around -5°C to -6°C with the passage of this low over the area.  BrianHead recorded sporadic periods of icing overnight and through the morning hours of the23rd, with no icing at Skyline. Precipitation totals were significant, generally ranging from0.5 to 1.0 inches of water equivalent with the heavier totals in the southern mountains.Figure 4.13 shows data from the Brian Head icing site with this event.
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Figure 4.13  Brian Head precipitation (upper panel), temperature (center) and icing cycles (lower) for February 22-23.
Intermittent, mostly single icing cycles were observed with one period having two cycles.  Icing occurred after the
main period of precipitation.
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March 2020March precipitation was below average in most areas, except well above average inthe southwestern corner of the state.  Southern portions of the state enjoyed a fairly activestorm track, with much drier conditions in the north as shown in Figure 4.14. There was atotal of eight seeded storm periods in March.

Figure 4.14 March 2020 precipitation, percent of normal
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A splitting storm system on March 1st affected northern portions of the stateincluding Tooele County initially, and seeding began there in the morning with frontalsnow bands and 700 mb temperatures below -5°C.   While the rest of the state remainedabove this temperature threshold, convective activity began to develop in southwesternUtah during the afternoon and seeding operations became feasible there despite the mildtemperatures.  As the trough shifted in that direction, seeding ended by early evening inTooele County and continued through the evening hours in southwestern Utah.  Favorableconditions never developed for central portions of the state. The only icing observed wasone cycle in the evening at Brian Head.  The radiometer located at Brian Head showedmodest amounts of liquid water, but up to several thousand feet in depth above the site.Precipitation totals ranged from around a half inch in Tooele County, to less than 0.2 inchesin the southwest and near zero in central portions of the state.A weak system in southwesterly flow resulted in some brief convective activityduring the afternoon hours of March 8th.  Although temperatures were mild (well above -5°C at 700 mb), seeding was briefly conducted at Brian Head due to the convective showeractivity, as well as consistent icing activity at the Brian Head site from the early morninghours up to mid-afternoon.  Despite the icing activity, the radiometer site at Brian Headonly showed limited moisture, and Skyline had no icing activity.  Precipitation totals inmost areas were around 0.25 inches or less, although with some locally higher amounts.This was the last seeded storm of the season for the core program, although the LowerBasin Extension areas remained active until mid-April.A trough moved into the Great Basin on March 18th, with generally light showeractivity increasing from southwest into central Utah during the day.  The 700 mbtemperature cooled into the -6°C to -8°C range. Seeding was initiated in the morning insouthwestern Utah and expanded into central Utah by early afternoon.  A low pressurecenter over Arizona became the dominant center of the system by late in the day, withshowers gradually decreasing and winds becoming light north to northwesterly in thelower levels overnight.  Seeding ended during the evening hours.  Brian Head recordedperiods of icing activity during the afternoon/evening hours of the 18th and againovernight, with Skyline only recorded icing during the night and morning hours of the 19thfollowing the seeded event. Precipitation totals were quite variable, generally less than 0.4inches in most of the target areas but locally over 0.5 inches in southern Utah.A complex trough remained over the western U.S. on March 19th-20th, with scatteredprecipitation including afternoon and evening convective showers aided by daytimeheating on both days.  Shower activity was also observed overnight in portions ofsouthwestern and central Utah.  The 700 mb temperature ranged from about -6°C to -8°Cduring this time period, with winds generally light and variable in direction.  A good
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amount of seeding was conducted from the afternoon of March 19 through the evening ofMarch 20th in much of central and southwestern Utah, including Washington County. Somesporadic icing cycles were observed at both Brian Head and Skyline during this period, buticing activity was intermittent and light.  Precipitation totals were generally near to under0.5 inches in most of the target areas with isolated higher totals.A weak, sheared trough remained over Utah on March 21st.  Although precipitationwas pretty insignificant, some weak convective showers developed over some southernmountain areas during the afternoon and limited seeding was conducted. Precipitationwas fairly localized, with some 0.1 to 0.3 inch totals in the southern mountains. Severalicing cycles were observed during the late afternoon and early evening hours at Brian Headwith a site temperature around -7°C.Some brief and limited seeding was again conducted in southern Utah on March 23rdwith a low center moving eastward along the southern Utah border.  Temperatures wereinitially on the warm side, but eventually became cold enough in association with someconvective activity around the low center.  Seeding was conducted during the afternoonhours with convective activity for a few hours. Consistent, light to moderate icing activitywas observed at Brian Head during the afternoon and evening hours with a sitetemperature of -6°C to -7°C.   Precipitation totals were around 0.2 inches or less in mostportions of the target areas although Webster Flat in the Brian Head area recorded a totalof 0.7 inches.A trough was oriented from the northern Rockies to central California on March25th, with a frontal zone bisecting Utah.  Precipitation began in western portions of thestate in the evening as the frontal zone, cooling temperatures and snowfall slowly workedits way south and eastward into the target areas but remained somewhat limited in extent.The system weakened before reaching eastern areas, but light snow showers continued insouthwesterly flow on March 26th and seeding continued for much of the target area.  The700 mb temperature was generally around -8°C in association with the seeded portion ofthe storm event.  Snow shower activity ended around sunset and seeding operations wereterminated as well.  Brian Head recorded consistent icing activity overnight between about0100 and 0800 MDT on March 26th (Figure 4.15), with one cycle observed at Skyline after0500 MDT.  SNOTEL data showed less than about 0.2 inches in most of the Lower Basinextension target areas, although up to around 0.3 inches in some areas.
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Figure 4.15 Brian Head precipitation (upper panel), temperature (center) and icing cycles (lower panel) on March 26th.  Icing
was observed in association with a precipitation period early in the day, and temperatures in an ideal range, near -
9°C to -10°C.
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A disorganized trough moving into the Great Basin on March 29th, in combinationwith daytime heating, sparked diurnal shower activity and a limited seeding opportunity.The 700 mb temperature was generally around -5°C with light southerly winds.  Seedingwas conducted in south-central portions of the state from early afternoon until evening.One icing cycle was observed in the evening around 2100 MDT at Brian Head.  Precipitationamounts at SNOTEL sites ranged up to about 0.50 inch with this system.
April 2020April was a very dry month across some portions of Utah and in fact, set a record forthe driest April on record at Salt Lake City.  The situation was somewhat better in southernUtah although precipitation was still well below average.  Figure 4.16 shows precipitationpatterns in April.  The month of April did provide three seeding opportunities for theLower Basin Extension portion of the program, which was active through April 15th.
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Figure 4.16 April 2020 precipitation, percent of normal
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A vigorous cold front affected the Pacific Northwest and northern Rockies region onApril 1st, bringing limited snowfall to roughly the northern half of Utah.  Snowfalldeveloped in central Utah overnight on the 1st into the 2nd behind the cold front, andseeding was initiated for the area from Sanpete County to near Piute County on the eveningof April 1st.  The front moved quickly through the area with snowfall totals of 1 inch tolocally 3 inches, but in general this system only brought around 0.1 inches of waterequivalent to the mountains of central Utah. Skyline observed a couple of icing cyclesovernight, between about midnight and 0300 MDT, and Brian Head had some icing in themorning although not in association with any precipitation.  Skies cleared early on April 2ndand seeding operations ended.A well-defined closed low centered over California on April 8th expandednortheastward into southwestern portions of Utah on the night of April 8th-9th.Temperatures were initially warm with very high-based precipitating clouds, but in thecore region of the low temperatures cooled to below -5°C overnight.  Winds were generallyfrom the south to southeast as this system moved into the area, which was favorable forseeding from some sites in far southern Utah to target the higher terrain of southwest andsouth-central Utah, including the high terrain around Brian Head which appeared the mostfavorable.   On April 9th, the low retrograded (moved to the west) and dry conditionsreturned to Utah as the day went on, with seeding ending around midday.  Brian Headrecorded four icing cycles overnight (2100 – 0200 MDT) with a site temperature around -3°C to -5° C, with locally over 0.50 inches of precipitation in that area.  Precipitationamounts were generally light and spotty elsewhere in the state.A very large and cold trough covering much of Canada and the northern U.S. pusheda cold front into Utah from the north on April 15th-16th.  Cold air advection and snowshowers made conditions favorable for seeding for northern portions (mainly SanpeteCounty to affect northern portions of the Lower Basin extension area) overnight andthrough much of April 16th, with the 700 mb temperature dropping to near or below -5°C inthat area.  Seeding continued through much of April 16th as well to finish out the season,until precipitation ended later in the day.  Skyline recorded a half dozen icing cyclesovernight and up through late morning on April 16th, seen in Figure 4.17, with a sitetemperature between about -3°C to -6°C.   SNOTEL data showed generally around 0.25 to0.50 inches of water content.  This marked the end of seeding operations for the season.
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Figure 4.17  Skyline precipitation (upper panel), temperature (center), and icing cycles (lower panel) for April 15th – 16th.  Icing
was associated with snowfall and a temperature between about -3°C to -6°C at the site.
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5.0 ASSESSMENTS OF SEEDING EFFECTS

5.1 BackgroundThe seemingly simple issue of determining the effects of cloud seeding has receivedconsiderable attention over the years.  Evaluating the results of a cloud seeding program isoften a rather difficult task, however, and the results, especially single-season indications,should be viewed with appropriate caution.  The primary reason for the difficulty stemsfrom the large natural variability in the amounts of precipitation that occur in a given area.It is natural to ask, “How much did seeding increase the precipitation over that whichwould have occurred naturally?”  The ability to detect a seeding effect becomes a functionof the size of the seeding increase relative to the natural variability in the precipitationpattern.  Larger seeding effects can be detected more readily, and with a smaller number ofseeded cases than are required to detect smaller increases.Historically, in weather modification, the most significant seeding results have beenobserved in wintertime seeding programs for snowpack augmentation in mountainousareas.  The apparent increases due to seeding are generally less than 20% for individualseasons, and in the range of 5-15% for the long-term average. This section of the reportsummarizes statistical evaluations of the effects of the cloud seeding on the precipitationand snowpack within the higher elevations of this program’s targeted areas.  Whenexpressed as percentages, the increases may not initially appear to be particularly high.However, when considering that these increases are area-wide averages coveringthousands of square miles, the volume of the increased runoff is impressive.NAWC has used a commonly employed evaluation technique since this seedingproject was first evaluated following the 1978 water year.  This technique, referred to asthe target and control comparison, is based on evaluating the effects of seeding on avariable that would be affected by seeding (such as precipitation or snow water content).Records of the variable to be evaluated are acquired for an historical (non-seeded) periodof sufficient duration, ideally 20 years or more.  These records are partitioned into thosethat lie within the designated seeded target area of the project and those in appropriatecontrol areas.  Ideally the control sites are well-correlated with the target area sites butwould be unaffected by the seeding.  All the historical data, e.g., precipitation, in both thetarget and control areas are taken from a period that has not been subject to cloud seedingactivities, since past seeding could affect the development of a relationship between thetarget and control areas.  These two sets of data are analyzed mathematically to develop aregression equation which estimates (calculates) the most probable amount of naturaltarget area precipitation, based on the amount of precipitation observed in the control
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area.  This equation is then used during the seeded period to estimate what the target areaprecipitation should have been in the absence of cloud seeding.  A comparison can then bemade between the estimated natural target area precipitation and that which occurredduring the seeded seasonal periods.This target and control technique works well where a good statistical correlationcan be found between the target and control area variables.  Generally, the closer thecontrol sites are to the seeding target area, the higher the correlation will be.  Control siteswhich are too close to the target area, however, can be subject to contamination by theseeding activities.  This can result in an underestimate of the seeding effect.  Forprecipitation and snowpack assessments, correlations of 0.90 or better are consideredexcellent and correlations around 0.85 are good.  A correlation of 0.90 indicates that over80 percent of the variance (random variability) in the historical data set is explained by theregression equation. Correlations less than about 0.80 are still acceptable, but it wouldlikely take much longer (many more years of comparison) to attach any statisticalsignificance to the apparent seeding results.
5.2 Evaluation ApproachWith the establishment of the Natural Resources Conservation Service's (NRCS)SNOTEL automated data acquisition system in the late 1970's, access to precipitation andsnowpack (water equivalent) data in mountainous locations became routine.  Before theautomated system was developed, these data had to be acquired by having NRCS personnelvisit the site to make measurements.  This is still done at some sites.  Historically, Utah hashad snowpack measurements taken at monthly intervals for many years and unlike manyother states, precipitation measurements are available from some of these same highelevation sites.    Precipitation and snowpack data used in the analysis were obtained fromthe NRCS and/or from the National Climatic Data Center.  The current season NRCS dataare considered provisional and subject to quality control analysis by the NRCS.There have been, and continue to be, multiple cloud seeding programs conducted inthe State of Utah.  As a consequence, potential control areas that are unaffected by cloudseeding are somewhat limited.  This is complicated by the fact that the best correlatedcontrol sites are generally those closest to the target area, and most measurement sites inthis part of the state have been subjected to contamination at some time by numeroushistorical and current seeding programs.  This renders such sites of questionable value foruse as control sites. The potential effects of other cloud seeding projects beyond(downwind) their intended target areas is a consideration especially when selectingcontrol sites.  Some earlier weather modification research programs have indicated that
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the precipitation can be affected in areas downwind of the intended target areas.  Analysesof some of these programs have indicated increases in precipitation in these downwindareas out to distances of 50-100 miles.  Thus, control sites for evaluation of the southernand central Utah seeding program are located in areas that are not expected to besignificantly affected by any current or historical seeding operations.Our normal approach in selecting control sites for a new project includes looking forsites that will geographically bracket the intended target area.  The reason for thisapproach is that we have observed that some winter seasons are dominated by a particularupper airflow pattern while other seasons are dominated by other flow patterns.  Thesedifferent upper airflow patterns and resultant storm tracks often result in heavierprecipitation in one area versus the other.  For example, a strong El Nino pattern may favorthe production of heavy winter precipitation in the southwestern United States while astrong La Nina pattern may favor the production of below normal precipitation in thesouthwest.  Having control sites either side of the target area relative to the generalizedflow pattern can improve the estimation of natural target area precipitation under thesevariable upper airflow pattern situations.Another consideration in the selection of control sites for the development of anhistorical target/control relationship is one of data quality.  A potential control site may berejected due to poor data quality, which usually manifests itself in terms of missing data.Fortunately, missing data (typically on a daily basis) are noted in the historical data base sothat sites can be excluded from consideration if they have much missing data.  We normallyeliminate a site if it has significant amounts of missing data.  If a significant measurementsite move (more than a mile or change in elevation of 100-200 feet) is indicated in thestation records, this may also be a factor. The double-mass plot, an engineering tool, willindicate any systematic changes in relationships between the two stations.  If changes(shown as inflections in the slope of the line connecting the points) are significant, a site orsites may be excluded from further consideration.Using the target-control comparison described above, the mathematicalrelationships for two variables (precipitation and snow water equivalent, or SWE) weredetermined between a group of sites in an unseeded area (the control group) and the sitesin the seeded area (the target group).  From these data, regression equations weredeveloped whereby the amount of precipitation or SWE observed in the unseeded (control)area was used to estimate the amount of natural precipitation in the seeded (target) area.This estimated value is the amount of precipitation or SWE that would be expected in thetarget area without seeding.  The difference between the estimated amount and theobserved amount in the target area is the excess, which may be the result of the seeding.
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Statistical tests have shown that such increases have very little statistical significance foran individual season, and usually fall within one standard deviation of the naturalvariability.  However, an excess obtained by averaging the results of several seeded seasonsis much more meaningful.
5.3 Evaluation of Precipitation in the Target AreaIn past years several target areas have been evaluated to assess the efficacy of cloudseeding, by examining the precipitation observed at the gauges within the seeded targets.For the current water year, two target areas (see Figure 1.1) were again evaluated. Anattempt has been made to consistently utilize the same groups of target and control sitesfrom one season to the next, although there have been a few changes over the years assome sites were discontinued. The following describes the techniques that were used inselection of the target and control sites.

5.3.1 Precipitation Target SitesThe northernmost seeded target in the Central/Southern program is the East TooeleTarget (ETT).  That area contains the mountain watersheds of the Stansbury and OquirrhMountains, located in the eastern portions of Tooele County, south of the Great Salt Lake.Due to the scarcity of available target sites, this target group also includes a valley-levelprecipitation gauge (Tooele, just over 5,000 feet MSL), as well as a site (Vernon Creek)somewhat south of the official target areas. The locations of the three remainingprecipitation gauges that were used in the evaluation for this target are listed in the targetarea portion of Appendix C and shown in Figure 5.1.  The three target SNOTEL gauges arelocated in the Stansbury and Oquirrh Mountain ranges.  The average elevation of the targetgauges is 7,157 feet, MSL.  Additional high elevation sites in the Stansbury and OquirrhMountain Ranges would be desirable in order to provide a more accurate evaluation ofseeding effects in these target areas.The Primary Target area is represented by 25 precipitation gauge sites.  A few of thetarget site gauges are NWS cooperative observer sites, but the large majority consists ofSNOTEL storage gauges.  These sites are shown in Figure 5.2.  The sites are locatedthroughout the target area and should provide a representative data set for the evaluation.The average elevation for the target gauge array is about 8,800 feet MSL.
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5.3.2 Precipitation Control AreasThe control site array for the precipitation evaluation of the Eastern Tooele Targetseeding operation was the same group of control sites used in recent seasons’ evaluations.The control group consists of six gauge sites, listed in Appendix C and shown in Figure 5.1.Four sites are located in eastern Nevada and two in northern Utah.The precipitation evaluation control sites used for the Primary Target (PT) areaevaluation are located in eastern Nevada and north central Arizona (bracketing the PT areaon the northwest and southeast). The locations of these sites are shown in Figure 5.2.

Figure 5.1 Precipitation sites for Eastern Tooele target/control evaluation; control sites
are depicted as squares and target sites with an X
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These sites have remained the same for a significant number of years, except for afew minor changes during the last few years, involving elimination or replacement of somevalley co-op sites due to missing data or poor data quality. The remaining control groupshould be representative of storm systems that move across the target from northwest,west or southwesterly directions. Most of the sites in the control area are NRCS SNOTELgauges at mountain locations.

Figure 5.2 Precipitation target (X) and control (square) sites, primary target area
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5.3.3 Precipitation Data CompilationThe evaluation was conducted for the December through March period, since thisrepresents the period during which operational cloud seeding has been conducted innearly all the seeded water years, although in some years the latter half of March has notbeen seeded.  Precipitation data for some of the higher elevation target sites were obtainedfrom storage gauge sites.  Observations were taken at approximately monthly intervalsbefore the conversion to the NRCS SNOTEL technology, which (at most sites) occurred inthe early 1980's. With the advent of the NRCS SNOTEL system, data are available on adaily and even hourly basis, which eliminates some of the timing problems in the earlierdata sets.  Precipitation amounts for the December-March period were summed for eachstation, in the two target areas and their respective control areas.  Averages werecalculated for each of the groups for each individual four-month (December-March) season.The four-month averages for the historical (unseeded) seasons were then used to develop alinear regression equation for the target, which was in turn used to estimate the target areanatural precipitation for the seeded period.In the ETT, the historical (non-seeded) base period includes 28 non-seeded seasons(1957-75, 1983-88, and 1993-95). Seeded years in the ETT target include water years1976-1982, 1989-1992, and 1996-2020 (36 seeded seasons).  A reasonably goodcorrelation between the control and target stations was established, with a correlationcoefficient (r value) of 0.78.  Target and control sites are listed in Appendix C.  The controlarea sites are shown schematically on Figure 4.1 relative to the East Tooele Target area.Their average elevation is 8,348 feet MSL.The historical period in the PT consists of an 18-year period (1957-73, and 1984).Seeded years began in 1974 in the PT and continued through 1983.  Although seedingresumed in the southern portion of the PT in 1985, it was not until 1988 that a majority ofthe PT was being seeded again.  Therefore, the 1985-87 period has been excluded from theevaluation, with target-wide seeding resuming in 1988 and continuing through the currentwater year.  This provides a total of over 40 seeded seasons for evaluation. The regressionanalysis between the 12-site control area and the 25-site target area for the 18-yearhistorical period (December-March, 1957-73, 1984 water years) provided an excellentcorrelation between the two groups.  The correlation coefficient (r) is 0.96.  This is a verystrong correlation and should provide an accurate assessment of predicted naturalprecipitation in the target area during seeded seasons.  The sites that make up the controland target areas are listed in Appendix C.   The control area sites (denoted by squares) areshown schematically on Figure 4.2 relative to the Primary Target area.  Their averageelevation is 7,032 feet MSL.
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The linear regression equation developed from the historical relationship betweenthe control and target groups is of the following form:YC = A(XO) + Bwhere YC is the calculated average target area precipitation (inches) for a specific period(e.g., December-March), and XO is the control average observed precipitation for the sameperiod. The coefficients A and B, the slope and y intercept values from the historicregression equation are constants.The seeding effect (SE) can be expressed as the ratio (R) of the average observedtarget precipitation to the average calculated (estimated) natural target precipitation, suchthat: SE = R = (YO)/(YC)where YO is the target area average observed precipitation (inches) and YC is the target areaaverage calculated precipitation (inches).The seeding effect can also be expressed as a percent excess (or deficit) of theexpected precipitation in the form:SE = (YO – YC) / (YC x 100)The regression equations and the historical correlation coefficients for the twotarget areas are presented in Table 5-1. The stations which constitute each control/targetgroup are listed in Appendix C.
5.3.4 Results of Precipitation AnalysesTable 5-2 provides the ratios of the observed average target area December-Marchprecipitation to the calculated (from the regression equation described above) for the twotarget areas.  A ratio equal to 1.0 would indicate no difference between the observed andpredicted precipitation amounts.  The difference between these values is also provided toshow the average difference (inches) in precipitation during the seeded periods.  Tables 5-3a and 5-3b list the results for each seeded season for the Eastern Tooele Target Area andPrimary Target Area, respectively.
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Table 5-1
Correlation coefficients, variances, and regression equations

for precipitation evaluations

Target Group Equation
Correlation
Coefficient

(r)

Variance
(r2)Eastern Tooele (ETT) YC = 0.88(X6) – 0.69 0.78 0.61Primary Target (PT) YC = 1.69(X12) – 3.17 0.96 0.91

Where:YC = Average calculated precipitation for target (December - March)X6 = Average two state (NV/UT) control area observed precipitation forDecember - March for 6 sitesX12 = Average two state (AZ/NV) control area observed precipitation forDecember - March for 12 sites
Table 5-2

Precipitation evaluation results for the 2019-2020 December-March season
and for all seeded seasons

Ratio Increase
Target Group Seeded Period (inches)E. Tooele Co. 36 Seeded Water Years 1.12 1.32020 Water Year 0.98 -0.2Primary Target 43 Seeded Water Years 1.12 1.32020 Water Year 0.98 -0.2
Where:Ratio = Ratio of average observed target area precipitationto average calculated target area precipitationIncrease  = Average difference (in inches) between observedand calculated precipitation at target gages
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Table 5-3a
Eastern Tooele Co. (ETT) Target area

Summary of December - March precipitation evaluations

Water Year Observed Predicted Ratio
Observed/Predicted

Excess Water Content
(inches)1976 10.3 9.4 1.10 0.91977 6.6 6.9 0.96 -0.21978 20.7 16.3 1.27 4.41979 12.5 11.5 1.09 1.01980 19.6 15.8 1.24 3.81981 8.9 9.3 0.95 -0.51982 15.5 16.3 0.95 -0.81989 11.0 10.8 1.02 0.21990 9.8 7.7 1.27 2.11991 8.4 7.4 1.13 1.01992 7.4 7.4 1.01 0.11996 14.2 14.2 1.00 0.01997 15.0 12.9 1.16 2.11998 20.2 14.6 1.39 5.61999 9.3 8.8 1.05 0.52000 15.2 12.5 1.21 2.62001 9.4 8.3 1.12 1.02002 8.4 8.4 1.00 0.02003 8.7 7.6 1.14 1.12004 15.0 11.1 1.34 3.82005 15.4 13.4 1.15 2.02006 15.4 14.7 1.05 0.72007 9.9 8.3 1.19 1.62008 14.7 12.7 1.15 2.02009 13.6 13.2 1.03 0.42010 11.5 11.2 1.03 0.32011 16.6 14.9 1.11 1.62012 8.5 7.1 1.19 1.32013 9.5 8.3 1.15 1.22014 10.4 9.0 1.15 1.32015 6.2 6.0 1.03 0.22016 13.2 11.9 1.10 1.22017 18.8 16.8 1.12 2.02018 8.6 7.8 1.10 0.82019 17.3 15.5 1.11 1.82020 8.4 8.6 0.98 -0.2

Seeded Mean 12.3 11.0 1.12 1.3
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Table 5-3b
Primary Target (PT) area

Summary of December - March precipitation evaluations

Water Year Observed Predicted Ratio
Observed/Predicted

Excess Water
Content
(inches)1974 11.3 11.3 1.00 0.01975 12.8 12.1 1.06 0.71976 9.9 9.9 1.01 0.11977 6.4 4.6 1.40 1.81978 20.3 18.7 1.08 1.61979 16.3 14.5 1.12 1.81980 20.5 16.7 1.23 3.91981 9.3 8.0 1.16 1.31982 16.9 16.1 1.05 0.81983 17.5 15.0 1.17 2.51988 9.8 7.2 1.36 2.61989 10.2 10.3 0.99 -0.11990 9.1 7.8 1.17 1.31991 10.8 8.0 1.34 2.71992 10.2 7.6 1.34 2.61993 19.7 19.0 1.04 0.71994 8.7 6.5 1.35 2.31995 14.0 12.0 1.17 2.01996 12.9 12.2 1.05 0.71997 12.2 11.6 1.05 0.51998 14.4 12.6 1.14 1.81999 6.9 6.4 1.07 0.42000 12.4 10.8 1.15 1.72001 9.5 6.8 1.39 2.72002 6.2 6.7 0.92 -0.62003 9.6 6.6 1.45 3.02004 11.0 9.2 1.20 1.82005 15.9 14.2 1.13 1.82006 13.7 13.1 1.04 0.52007 7.2 7.4 0.98 -0.22008 15.1 11.7 1.28 3.3
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Water Year Observed Predicted Ratio
Observed/Predicted

Excess Water
Content
(inches)2009 13.1 11.6 1.13 1.52010 13.8 11.1 1.24 2.72011 16.6 14.3 1.16 2.32012 8.7 7.9 1.09 0.72013 9.2 8.9 1.04 0.42014 7.9 7.1 1.10 0.72015 8.4 7.7 1.09 0.72016 11.4 11.7 0.98 -0.32017 16.1 18.0 0.89 -2.02018 8.6 7.2 1.20 1.42019 15.7 15.3 1.03 0.42020 10.1 10.4 0.98 -0.2

Seeded Mean 12.1 10.8 1.12 1.3
5.3.4.1 Eastern Tooele Target Precipitation ResultsSeeding began in the ETT in 1976 and continued through the 1982 water year.Seeding resumed in 1989 and continued through 1992.  After a break in seeding duringwater years 1993-95, seeding resumed in the 1996 water year and has been conductedeach year through the present.  Thus, there are 36 seeded seasons and 28 non-seededseasons in the regression period. For the single season evaluation, the regression equationresulted in an observed/predicted ratio of 0.98 as shown in these tables. While thisnumber is not indicative of a single-season effect, it is important to remember that single-season evaluation results can vary significantly due to variability in precipitation patternsfrom one year to another, and, thus, a single-season result carries very little statisticalsignificance.  This variability primarily affects the results of the evaluation, not necessarilythe actual effectiveness of the seeding. During the 36 seeded seasons the observed

precipitation within the target has averaged 12 percent greater than might have
been expected from calculations based on the control precipitation averages.  That
increase is equal to an average additional 1.3 inches of water per seeded season.Note that the December-March evaluations do not estimate any possible additional effectsof seeding which was conducted outside this four-month core evaluation period (e.g.,November 15th-30th, April 1st-15th).
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Figure 5.3 is a scatterplot showing a comparison between the seeded and non-seeded data sets in the eastern Tooele County precipitation linear regression. The linearregression equation (e.g. best linear fit to the historical non-seeded data, shown in black) isrepresented by the black diagonal line.  Note that the vast majority of the seeded seasondata (red dots) lie above the regression line, indicative of greater target area precipitationin seeded seasons than that predicted from the regression equation based upon controlarea precipitation.

Figure 5.3 Scatterplot of historical non-seeded (blue) vs seeded (red) data points for the
eastern Tooele County precipitation evaluation.  The diagonal line represents
the linear regression equation for the non-seeded period.

5.3.4.2 Primary Target Precipitation ResultsSeeding was conducted in the target area beginning in the 1974 water year,continued until seeding was suspended in February 1983, and then discontinued entirelyduring water year 1984 because of excessively wet weather.  However, seeding beganagain over portions of Washington County (mainly the Pine Valley Mountains) in 1985 andcontinued to spread northward in 1986 and 1987 into other parts of the target area.   By
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1988, seeding was again being conducted over essentially all of the previously seededprimary target area.  The seeding program has continued to target most of themountainous areas of central and southern Utah up through the current season. There havebeen 43 seeded seasons, excluding those when seeding was conducted over only a portionof the current target, and 18 seasons in the historical unseeded database. The 25 SNOTELor cooperative observer sites located within the PT provide good coverage of the areatargeted by cloud seeding. The high-density site coverage and distribution should ensurethat the target area measurement sites are representative of the overall target area.In the 2020 water year, the target/control precipitation evaluation results (fromTable 5-2) yielded an observed/predicted ratio of 0.98 (similar to that in the Tooele Countyevaluation).  As mentioned earlier, single-season results should be viewed with appropriatecaution. Over the 43 seeded years included in the long-term seeded record, 12
percent more precipitation has been observed (on average) than would have been
expected from the control area-based predictions.  This has provided an annual
average excess of over 1.3 inches of water throughout the target area. Statistical testsshow the long-term average to be very meaningful (i.e., not the result of chance), eventhough individual-year results are not statistically significant. A one-tail significance testfor the predicted vs. observed values (all seeded seasons) yielded a P value of 0.06 for thisevaluation. This suggests only a 6% probability of the results of this one regressionevaluation being due to chance. The December-March evaluations do not estimate anypossible effects of seeding which was conducted outside of this four-month core evaluationperiod (e.g., November 15th -30th or during April).Figure 5.4 is a scatterplot similar to Figure 5.3. Again, note that almost all of theseeded seasons are above the regression line indicating increases in precipitation.Appendix C contains the historical and seeded regression equation information for bothtarget areas.
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Figure 5.4 Scatterplot of historical non-seeded (blue) vs seeded (red) data points for the
primary target precipitation evaluation.  The diagonal line represents the linear regression
equation for the non-seeded period.

5.4 Snow Water Equivalent (SWE) EvaluationsThe procedure for evaluating the effect of cloud seeding on the snow waterequivalent (SWE) as observed on April 1st was essentially the same as was done with theprecipitation evaluations.  In general, the control area snow sites have been drawn fromapproximately the same areas as were used in the precipitation evaluation, but they arelimited to the availability of higher elevation sites which have significant SWEaccumulation.
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5.4.1 Target Area SWE SitesMany of the same target sites (either snow course SNOTEL) that were used in theprecipitation evaluation were also used in the SWE evaluation. The four target SWE sitelocations used for the ETT are shown in Figure 5.5 as X's. Two of these target sites aresnow courses, while the other two are SNOTEL sites.   The average elevation for the fourtarget sites is 7,463 feet MSL.

Figure 5.5 SWE sites for Eastern Tooele target/control evaluation (squares are control
sites, X’s are target sites)A total of 30 target area SWE measuring sites were utilized in the Primary Target.Figure 5.6 shows target and control site locations. The average elevation for the target areasites is approximately 9,090 feet MSL.  Actual site locations and elevations are listed inAppendix C for both target areas.
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Figure 5.6 SWE sites for Primary Target evaluation (squares are control sites, X’s
are target sites)
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5.4.2 Control Area SWE SitesThe selection of sites in the control group was determined primarily by their degreeof correlation with each target area.  Thus, control area sites (for the ETT and the PT) wereselected individually from a large number of potential sites available in surroundingregions and assessed regarding their effects on the control vs. target group correlations.The control group used in the SWE evaluation for the Eastern Tooele County targetarea (ETT) consists of five snow measurement sites.  These sites extend from southernIdaho (one site) through eastern Nevada (three sites) into the Wasatch Mountains of Utah(one site southeast of the target area).  The correlation coefficient (r) of 0.79 indicates amoderately good correlation between control and target areas and is slightly lower thanthat for the shorter regression period (0.82).  Detailed information on the fiveSNOTEL/snow course sites utilized in this control is given in Appendix C, and the sites areshown in Figure 5.5.  The average elevation of the control group about 8,050 feet MSL.Some data estimation was necessary for one of the sites (Vernon Creek) for the periodprior to 1967, as SNOTEL/snow course data were unavailable.  The estimation was basedon data at two other target sites closest to Vernon Creek (Rocky Basin Settlement andBevan’s Cabin).The Primary Target control group consists of ten SNOTEL/snow course sites locatedfrom southern Idaho southward through eastern Nevada into north-central Arizona.  Thiscontrol group provided a good correlation (r = 0.94) with the Primary Target, with avariance (r2) of 0.88, indicating that 88% of the variability in the historical data used topredict the expected snowpack was explained in the regression equation.  The locations ofthe ten sites used as the control area are listed in the control section of Appendix C and areshown as yellow squares in Figure 5.6. The average elevation of this control group is 8,800feet MSL.
5.4.3 SWE Regression Equation DevelopmentThe procedure was essentially the same as was done for the precipitationevaluation, i.e., control and target area stations were selected and average values for eachwere determined from the historical SWE data.  The regression equation for the TooeleCounty SWE evaluation is based on a 29-year non-seeded period (1956-75, 1983-88, and1993-95). The regression period for the primary target is shorter, consisting of 18 years(1957-73, and 1984). The SWE regression equations developed for the ETT and PT areas,using historical SNOTEL and estimated SNOTEL April 1st snow water content data, areprovided in Table 5-4.
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Table 5-4
Correlation coefficients, variances and regression

equations for SWE evaluation

Target Group Equation Corr Coeff (r) Variance (r2)Eastern Tooele (ETT) YC  = 1.069(X5) – 0.81 0.77 0.59Primary Target (PT) YC = 1.04(X10) - 0.38 0.94 0.88
Where:YC = Average calculated SWE for target (April 1st)X5 = Average three state (ID/NV/UT) control area SWE (April 1st) for 5 sitesX10 = Average three state (AZ/ID/NV) control area SWE (April 1st) for 10 sites

5.4.4 Results of Snow Water Content AnalysesThe results of the snow water evaluations for current water year and the averagefor all seeded seasons for the ETT and PT are presented in Table 5-5. In some seasons, alarge number of SNOTEL sites have experienced large decreases from peak SWE (10-50+%) prior to April 1st.  For this reason, April 1st SWE evaluation results for water years2007, 2012, 2015 and 2017 were excluded due to excessive pre-April 1st snow melt. Tables5-6 and 5-7 list the results for each seeded season for the ETT and PT, respectively.Appendix D contains the historical and seeded year regression equation and evaluationresult information for both target areas.
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Table 5-5
Snow water content evaluation results for the 2019-2020 season,

and for all seeded seasons

Target Group Seeded Period Ratio Yo/Yc Increase Yo-YcEastern Tooele (ETT) 32 water years* 1.10 1.42020 water year 1.08 0.8Primary Target (PT) 39 water years* 1.04 0.62020 water year 1.21 2.4* 2007, 2012, 2015 and 2017 results not included in long-term mean due to excessive pre-April 1stsnow meltRatio = Ratio of average observed target area SWE to average calculated target areaSWEIncrease = Average difference (in inches) between observed and calculated watercontent in snowpack at target gauges on April 1st
5.4.4.1 Eastern Tooele ResultsTable 5-5 shows the Eastern Tooele target group snow water evaluation results forthe current water year and for all seeded seasons. As in the SWE evaluation for thePrimary Target area, the 2007, 2012, 2015 and 2017 (April 1) Tooele County SWEevaluation results are excluded from the long-term mean due to excessive pre-April 1stsnowmelt. Table 5-6 shows individual year results for the ETT SWE evaluation. The long-term result of this evaluation, a ratio of 1.10 equivalent to a 10% increase, is also close tothe 1.12 ratio for the ETT precipitation evaluation (see Table 5-2 for comparison).  Thedifference in observed versus calculated snow water (in inches of water) showed anaverage of about 1.3 inches more water observed than calculated per year for both (snowand precipitation) analyses in the Tooele County portion of the program. Results for thecurrent season are also shown (a ratio of 1.08 which suggests an 8% increase), although itshould again be emphasized that single-season results carry very little statisticalsignificance.
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Table 5-6
Eastern Tooele Co. (ETT) Target area, April 1st snow water content evaluation

Water Year Observed Predicted Ratio
Observed/Predicted

Excess Water
Content
(inches)1976 15.6 16.0 0.98 -0.41977 9.3 5.8 1.59 3.51978 21.1 17.8 1.18 3.31979 18.0 19.4 0.93 -1.41980 24.4 19.5 1.25 4.81981 12.5 9.2 1.36 3.31982 19.6 22.1 0.89 -2.51989 9.9 14.1 0.70 -4.21990 12.4 10.7 1.16 1.71991 10.5 10.1 1.05 0.51992 10.3 8.5 1.21 1.81996 12.8 14.7 0.87 -1.91997 17.9 15.0 1.19 2.91998 23.4 15.0 1.56 8.41999 8.8 10.0 0.88 -1.22000 15.9 11.2 1.42 4.72001 11.4 8.5 1.35 3.02002 11.0 11.2 0.98 -0.22003 9.6 8.3 1.16 1.32004 15.0 10.1 1.49 4.92005 20.2 18.5 1.09 1.72006 16.3 17.0 0.96 -0.62007* 7.2 6.4 1.11 0.72008 17.5 14.4 1.21 3.12009 13.9 12.6 1.10 1.22010 13.0 12.2 1.06 0.82011 21.9 16.3 1.34 5.52012* 7.2 7.9 0.91 -0.72013 10.0 7.7 1.30 2.32014 8.3 9.9 0.83 -1.72015* 1.5 3.6 0.43 -2.02016 12.0 13.8 0.87 -1.82017* 13.8 13.0 1.06 0.8
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Water Year Observed Predicted Ratio
Observed/Predicted

Excess Water
Content
(inches)2018 5.3 8.1 0.66 -2.82019 21.4 20.0 1.07 1.42020 11.5 10.7 1.08 0.8Seeded Mean 14.4 13.1 1.10 1.3* Results excluded from long-term average due to excessive early-season snowmelt

5.4.4.2 Primary Target ResultsTable 5-7 shows the individual and combined season results of the April 1st SWEevaluation for the Primary Target areas. As discussed in the previous section, the 2007,2012, 2015 and 2017 April 1st SWE evaluation results are excluded from the long-termmean due to excessive early season snowmelt in those seasons.  The data for the combinedseeded seasons included in the evaluation indicates a ratio of observed to calculated snowwater of 1.04. This ratio (1.04) is much less than the ratio of 1.12 for the precipitationevaluation for this primary target group, and the resulting statistical significance (one-tail Pvalue of 0.29) is less as well. Indications of excess snow water content provided by the SWEevaluation are also less than in the precipitation results, with an average of 0.6 inches peryear in the snow water analysis and 1.3 inches per year indicated by the precipitationevaluation. These differences are discussed in section 5.7.
Table 5-7

Primary Target (PT) area
April 1st snow water content evaluation

Water Year Observed Predicted
Ratio

Observed/Predicted
Excess Water

Content
(inches)1974 15.6 14.0 1.11 1.61975 17.3 18.3 0.95 -1.01976 12.9 12.8 1.01 0.21977 8.2 8.0 1.02 0.21978 21.8 18.9 1.15 2.9
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Water Year Observed Predicted
Ratio

Observed/Predicted
Excess Water

Content
(inches)1979 21.4 18.2 1.17 3.21980 23.6 19.6 1.20 4.01981 10.2 9.6 1.06 0.61982 20.5 20.7 0.99 -0.21983 26.0 23.6 1.10 2.41988 13.1 10.5 1.25 2.71989 11.3 14.6 0.77 -3.41990 10.5 9.1 1.16 1.41991 12.8 12.3 1.04 0.51992 12.1 11.7 1.04 0.41993 21.3 20.4 1.04 0.91994 10.8 9.3 1.17 1.61995 16.6 18.0 0.92 -1.41996 14.6 13.8 1.06 0.81997 15.1 15.7 0.96 -0.61998 16.7 17.4 0.96 -0.71999 8.1 10.3 0.79 -2.22000 13.7 12.9 1.06 0.82001 11.3 10.8 1.04 0.52002 9.6 10.4 0.92 -0.82003 12.1 9.5 1.28 2.62004 10.2 9.2 1.11 1.02005 20.1 21.1 0.95 -1.02006 17.4 16.9 1.03 0.52007* 6.8 7.8 0.87 -1.02008 16.1 15.2 1.06 0.82009 12.7 13.0 0.98 -0.22010 15.1 14.8 1.02 0.32011 20.1 16.2 1.24 3.92012* 7.9 7.1 1.11 0.82013 9.3 8.8 1.06 0.5
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Water Year Observed Predicted
Ratio

Observed/Predicted
Excess Water

Content
(inches)2014 9.9 9.4 1.05 0.52015* 6.1 4.7 1.28 1.32016 12.8 14.4 0.89 -1.52017* 13.9 16.6 0.84 -2.72018 7.9 8.1 0.97 -0.22019 19.5 18.9 1.03 0.62020 14.0 11.6 1.21 2.4

Seeded Mean 14.7 14.0 1.04 0.6* Results not included in long-term average due to excessive early-season snowmelt

5.5 Multiple Linear Regression AnalysesA variation of the linear regression technique is a multiple linear regression. In thelinear regression averages of the control site data and target site data are used indevelopment of the equation. In a multiple linear regression typically an average of all thetarget site data is correlated with each individual control site resulting in an equation witha number of terms depending upon the number of control sites. Past work with multiplelinear regression evaluations highlighted some potential problems with this type ofevaluation under certain circumstances.   For example, a multiple linear regressionequation containing independent control variables (e.g. single control sites) that are toosimilar to each other may yield an unrealistic regression equation.  Such an equationtypically produces highly variable results (that is, very high and/or very low individualseason observed/predicted ratios) when applied to seeded season data.One way to reduce or eliminate problems with the multiple regression analysis is togroup control sites into 2 (or more) sets, with each set containing an average of a groupingof control sites.  Ideally, control sites with similar characteristics (such as those at a higherlatitude in comparison to much of the target area, and those at a lower latitude) can begrouped for this purpose, allowing the multiple linear regression equation to distinguish
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between the two groups in a meaningful way.   Testing the standard deviation of theresulting individual seeded year ratios provides a useful comparison between a linear andcorresponding multiple linear regression technique.  Although a multiple linear regressionequation containing the same control sites will typically have a better correlation (higherr-value) than the linear, ideally the resulting individual year observed/predicted ratiosshould have less variability (lower standard deviation) as well.  This indicates that themultiple linear regression equation is helping to reduce some of the natural variability or“noise” inherent in the target /control relationship.Most of the multiple linear regression equations developed for the southern/centralUtah seeding program produced much more variable individual seeded season results thandid the linear regression equations, and so the results from most of these have not beenconsidered very reliable for this program. However, for the primary target area, it wasfound that a multiple linear SWE regression equation containing two control sets (one anaverage of the five northern-most control sites, and the other an average of the fivesouthern-most sites) reduced the variability in the seeded season results slightly. For thecombination of all seeded seasons, this multiple linear SWE regression produced anobserved/predicted ratio of 1.03 (similar to the 1.04 long-term result for the linearregression equation).
5.6 Double Mass PlotsA double mass plot is an engineering tool designed to display data in a visual formatin which it can readily be seen if there has been a change in the relationship between twovariables. NAWC has applied this technique to the central/southern Utah cloud seedingprogram.  Figures 5.7 and 5.8 provide plots of the data used by NAWC in target areaevaluations of December – March precipitation, for the Primary Target and Eastern TooeleCounty Target areas. Target and control area-average seasonal values for both thehistorical (not-seeded) and the seeded periods are plotted on the figures.  The December –March precipitation data are used in these plots since these data best represent the seededseason. The plotted values are cumulative; each new season is added to the sum of all of theprevious seasons. In each figure, a line has been drawn through the points during the not-seeded base period.  The plots show stable linear relationships prior to the beginning ofcloud seeding.  For comparison with the seeded period, the line describing the not-seededperiod is extended at a constant slope through the seeded period.   The Eastern TooeleCounty plot (Fig. 5.8) is more complex since there were two non-seeded intervals (from1983-88 and 1993-95) even after the beginning of initial seeding operations in 1976.However, the line in this plot is drawn to fit the pre-seeding historical period of 1957-1975.
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Figures 5.7 and 5.8 show a distinct change in the relationship between the target andcontrol areas (a sustained change in the slope of the line representing the seeded seasons)that begins at approximately the same time as the start of the cloud seeding programs in themid to late 1970s. Beginning at/near this time the plots in each case show generally greaterprecipitation in the target area compared to the control area.  NAWC believes that thisdemonstrates evidence of a consistent positive seeding effect.  A separate line could bedrawn through the data points since seeding began in each case.  Such a line would alsohave a fairly constant slope, departing from the slope of the line describing the not-seededbase period.

Figure 5.7 Double-Mass plot for Primary Target; all seasons shown after 1974 in this plot
were seeded, and all the seasons plotted previous to this were not seeded
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Figure 5.8 Double-Mass plot for Eastern Tooele County Target; smaller data points denote
non-seeded seasons, and larger, darker points are the seeded seasons

5.7 Summary of Evaluation ResultsTable 5-8 summarizes the results of the seeding evaluations, both for the ETT andPT target areas, for precipitation and SWE.  Combined results of all seeded seasonevaluations suggest an approximate 10-12% increase in precipitation/snow water for theETT, with a range of 3-12% increases indicated for the PT in the various linear and multiplelinear regression evaluations.
Table 5-8

Summary of ratios from precipitation and SWE evaluations

2020 Water Year Long-term AverageETT Precipitation Linear 0.98 1.12ETT SWE Linear 1.08 1.10PT Precipitation Linear 0.98 1.12PT SWE Linear 1.21 1.04
The reader will note the significant differences in results between the precipitationand SWE analyses, which have persisted even though the target and control groups have
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had minor adjustments over time (usually due to loss of site data availability), and variouscombination of sites have been examined in regression equations. One factor involved inthis difference is that SWE accumulation usually begins before the seeded portion of theseason, and therefore the seeding effects on snow water content are diluted by the earlyseason non-seeded period. The seeding program in some years has ended by mid-March,making this a potential factor in the spring as well. Also, it was determined that the changein SWE measurement methods (the advent of SNOTEL) which occurred in about 1980, andthe ensuing data adjustments applied by NRCS, may result in an underestimate of seedingeffects in the SWE evaluation for the Primary Target, as was discussed in further detail insome past reports. Based on these considerations, it is concluded that the estimates ofcloud seeding effectiveness for the Primary Target for December through Marchprecipitation are more reliable than those based upon April 1st snow water content.As a side note, the December-March precipitation evaluations do not estimate anypossible effects of seeding which was conducted outside of this four-month core evaluationperiod (e.g., November 15-30 or during April). NAWC performed an analysis of thepotential increases in streamflow from these extension periods (Griffith et al., 2010) at therequest of a Lower Basin States representative. This analysis provided estimates of
average March – July increases in streamflow to Lake Powell (20,271 acre-feet) and toLake Mead (8,331 acre-feet). The estimated cost per acre-foot of the calculated averageincreases were $1.22 per acre-foot for inflow to Lake Powell and $1.81 per acre-foot forinflow to Lake Mead.
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6.0 SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

6.1 SummarySnowpack and precipitation was generally near normal in central and southern Utahduring the 2019-2020 winter season, with somewhat below normal values in portions of west-central Utah and above normal values in the far southern portion of the state. As of April 1st,2020, snowpack water equivalent ranged from 97% to 138% of the median in the southernand central Utah Basins, with basin average water year precipitation amounts from 80% to101% of the mean. Figure 6.1 shows the April 15th, 2020 USDA snowpack basin percentagemap. A total of 18 storm events were seeded during the regular contract period, and 9additional events were seeded during the spring extension period.  There were no seedingopportunities during the November 1st-15th portion of the Lower Basin States extension.  In all,there were three storm events seeded in November, four events in December, seven in January,two in February, eight in March, and three in April.  For the regular contract period, acumulative 3,602.25 generator hours were utilized.  For the Lower Basin extension, there wasan additional 1,376.75 generator hours of seeding conducted.Precipitation linear regression evaluations for the December-March period this seasonyielded a ratio of 0.98 for both the Eastern Tooele Target (ETT) area for the Primary Target(PT) area. Long-term ratios of 1.12 were obtained for both ETT and PT precipitation
evaluations, based on 36 seeded seasons in the ETT and 43 seeded seasons in the PT.
These ratios suggest about a 12% average precipitation increase during the seeded
seasons, which may be attributed to seeding operations. A one-tail statistical test
resulted in a P value of 0.06 for the PT precipitation evaluation suggests only a 6%
probability of this result being due to chance. The 12% indicated precipitation increase
for the ETT and PT precipitation evaluations is equivalent to approximately 1.3 inches
of additional water per season for the ETT and PT, respectively.
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Figure 6.1 Western U.S. Percent of Median April 15th, 2020 Snow Water Content

Snowpack evaluations for the current season yielded ratios of 1.08 (ETT) and 1.21 (PT).Long-term results of the snowpack evaluations are 1.10 and 1.04 for the ETT and PT, based on32 and 39 seeded seasons, respectively. As described in previous reports and in Section 5 ofthis season’s report, the 2007, 2012, 2015 and 2017 snowpack data were excluded due toabnormal early season snowmelt in these years. Due to some of the potential problemsregarding snowpack observations (as discussed in Section 5.5), we believe that the multi-season December through March precipitation evaluations are likely more representative forthe Primary Target area than are the snowpack evaluations.
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As stated previously, the seasonal average increases indicated by the December
through March precipitation evaluation in the PT is an average of 1.3 inches of
additional precipitation over the entire seeded PT area and an average of 1.3 inches for
the ETT. These values are probably underestimates of the actual seeding effect since they arespecific to the December through March period, seeding in many winter seasons has beenconducted outside of this period (e.g., during the month of April).   For the PT, no attempt wasmade to evaluate the effects of seeding specific to the extension periods made possible throughfunding provided by the three Lower Colorado River Basin States, although similar increases(percentage-wise) would be expected as those which have been indicated for the coreprogram. NAWC’s experience has been that short time periods (e.g., one month) provide lowercorrelations than in a seasonal evaluation, and that evaluation of short periods (such as a onemonth period) is extremely difficult unless the effects of seeding are very large.  Fortunately,we now have enough seeded seasons to result in a high level of confidence in the indications ofthe degree of increases in December through March target area precipitation.
6.2 ConclusionsWinter season cloud seeding in Utah, the nation’s second-driest state, offers a viablemethod of increasing water supplies at very attractive benefit/cost ratios.  The operationalseeding program conducted over the central and southern Utah mountain watersheds duringover 42 winter seasons appears to have consistently provided additional precipitation.The value of the cloud seeding program was clearly demonstrated in an independentstudy performed by the Utah Division of Water Resources entitled “Utah Cloud SeedingProgram, Increased Runoff/Cost Analyses” (Stauffer and Williams, 2000).  The report usedestimated increases of April 1st water content from an earlier NAWC annual project report(similar to this one), but with verification of those numbers by the Division, to estimateincreases in streamflow due to cloud seeding. After an update (Hasenyager, et al., 2012), theresults from this report for the various seeding target areas in Utah are summarized in Table6-1. This report estimated an average annual increase in runoff due to cloud seeding in Utah of181,700 acre-feet, which is an increase of 5.7 percent.  The resulting cost per acre-foot for theadditional water was $2.27 based upon the 2009-2010 total project costs.It is concluded, based on the numerous statistical evaluations of this program andsimilar seeding programs in the western U.S., that winter season weather modification in Utahis a viable, cost-effective method for enhancing water supplies.  The cost to produce theadditional water is comparatively low and the attendant program benefit/cost ratio veryattractive.
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Table 6-1
Increased Runoff and Cost for the Utah Cloud Seeding Projects

Project Increased Runoff (acre-
feet) Cost ($) Cost ($/acre-

foot)Northern Utah 56,300 87,097 1.55Central and Southern 72,089 188,768 2.62Western Uintas 17,122 45,703 2.67High Uintas 36,190 90,432 2.50Total 181,700 412,000 2.27
6.3 RecommendationsIt is recommended that the winter seeding programs over the mountainous portions ofcentral and southern Utah be continued.  Routine application of weather modificationtechnology each year can help stabilize and increase water supplies, both with surface andunderground storage.  Commitment to conduct a program each winter provides stability andacceptance by funding agencies and the general public.  The program is designed so that it canbe temporarily suspended or terminated during a given winter season, should snowpackaccumulate to the point where additional water may not be beneficial.Other reasons to conduct the program in an ongoing fashion, rather than only duringdrier-than-normal winters include:1) it is very difficult to predict a wet or dry season in advance.2) a season could start out wet, but then turn dry. In this case the earlier seedingopportunities in the wet period would be missed.3) drier seasons, by definition, will have fewer seeding opportunities, which meansthe total water increase due to seeding will be less.4) seeding in normal and above-normal water years will provide additional watersupplies (surface and underground carryover) for use in dry periods.
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APPENDIX  A

CLOUD SEEDING SUSPENSION CRITERIA
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Certain situations require temporary or longer-term suspension of cloud seedingactivities, with reference to well-considered criteria for consideration of possiblesuspensions, to minimize either an actual or apparent contribution of seeding to a potentiallyhazardous situation. The ability to forecast (anticipate) and judiciously avoid hazardousconditions is very important in limiting any potential liability associated with weathermodification and to maintain a positive public image.There are three primary hazardous situations around which suspension criteriahave been developed. These are:1. Excess snowpack accumulation2. Rain-induced winter flooding3. Severe weather
1. Excess Snowpack AccumulationSnowpack begins to accumulate in the mountainous areas of Utah in November andcontinues through April.  The heaviest average accumulations normally occur from Januarythrough March.  Excessive snowpack water content becomes a potential hazard during theresultant snowmelt.  The Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS) maintains anetwork of high elevation snowpack measurement sites in the State of Utah, known as theSNOTEL network.  SNOTEL automated observations are now readily available, updated asoften as hourly.  The following set of criteria, based upon observations from these SNOTELsite observations, has been developed as a guide for potential suspension of operations.
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Snowpack-related suspension considerations will be assessed on a geographicaldivision or sub-division basis. The NRCS has divided the State of Utah into 13 such divisionsas follows: Bear River, Weber-Ogden Rivers, Provo River-Utah Lake-Jordan River, TooeleValley-Vernon Creek, Green River, Duchesne River, Price-San Rafael, Dirty Devil, SouthEastern Utah, Sevier River, Beaver River, Escalante River, and Virgin River.  The Weber-Ogden and Provo River – Utah Lake – Jordan River criteria apply to suspensionconsiderations for the Western Uintas project.  Since SNOTEL observations are available ona daily basis, suspensions (and cancellation of suspensions) can be made on a daily basisusing linear interpolation of the first of month criteria.  For the Southern and Central UtahProgram, there are 10 listed SNOTEL sites with date-specific snow water equivalent criteriaon which suspension decisions can be based.Streamflow forecasts, reservoir storage levels, soil moisture content and amounts ofprecipitation in prior seasons are other factors which need to be considered when thepotential for suspending seeding operations due to excess snowpack water content exists.
2. Rain-induced Winter FloodsThe potential for wintertime flooding from rainfall on low elevation snowpack isfairly high in some (especially the more southern) target areas during the late winter/earlyspring period.  Every precaution must be taken to insure accurate forecasting and timelysuspension of operations during these potential flood-producing situations.  The objective ofsuspension under these conditions is to eliminate both the real and/or perceived impact ofweather modification when any increase in precipitation has the potential of creating a floodhazard.
3. Severe WeatherDuring periods of hazardous weather associated with both winter orographic andconvective precipitation systems it is sometimes necessary or advisable for the NationalWeather Service (NWS) to issue special weather bulletins advising the public of the weatherphenomena and the attendant hazards.  Each phenomenon is described in terms of criteriaused by the NWS in issuing special weather bulletins.  Those that may be relevant in theconduct of winter cloud seeding programs include the following:
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▪ Winter Storm Warning - This is issued by the NWS when it expects heavysnow warning criteria to be met, along with strong winds/wind chill orfreezing precipitation.
▪ Flash Flood Warnings - This is issued by the NWS when flash flooding isimminent or in progress.  In the Intermountain West, these warnings aregenerally issued relative to, but are not limited to, fall or spring convectivesystems.Seeding operations may be suspended whenever the NWS issues a weather warningfor or adjacent to any target area.  Since the objective of the cloud seeding program is toincrease winter snowfall in the mountainous areas of the state, operations will typically notbe suspended when Winter Storm Warnings are issued, unless there are specialconsiderations (e.g., a heavy storm that impacts Christmas Eve travel).Flash Flood Warnings are usually issued when intense convective activity causingheavy rainfall is expected or is occurring.  Although the probability of this situation occurringduring our core operational seeding periods is low, the potential does exist, especially oversouthern sections of the state during late March and early April, which can include theproject spring extension period.  The type of storm that may cause problems is one that hasthe potential of producing 1-2 inches or greater of rainfall in approximately a 24-hour period,combined with high freezing levels (e.g., > 8,000 feet MSL).  Seeding operations will besuspended for the duration of the warning period in the affected areas.NAWC’s project meteorologists have the authority to temporarily suspend localizedseeding operations due to development of hazardous severe weather conditions even if theNWS has not issued a warning.  This would be a rare event, but it is important for theoperator to have this latitude.
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Table B-1
Generator Hours – Central and Southern Utah, 2019-2020

Storms 1-9

Storm 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Dates
Nov

20-21
Nov

25-26
Nov

27-30
Dec
4-5

Dec
8-9

Dec
14-15

Dec
23-25

Jan
1-2

Jan
11

SITES

10-1 25.25 6
10-2 23
10-3

10-4 14
10-6 13.25 6
10-7 14 6
10-8 1
10-9 24.5 13.25 5

10-10 25 13.75
10-11 19.25 14 6
10-12 8.25 13.75 6
11-1 10
11-2 5.75
11-3 13.25 5.5
11-4 6.25 10.75
11-5 21.5 9 11.75 5.5
13-1 8.5 15 10.75 5.5
13-3 20.75 11 15 11.75 5.5
13-4
13-5 12.75 9 15 5.5
13-6 5.75 18
13-7 3.5 18.5
13-8 20.5 14 10 5

13-10 21 18.5 5.25
13-11 22.25 18.75 10
13-12 20.75 18 10 11.75
14-1 8.5 12.75 5.5
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Storm 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Dates
Nov

20-21
Nov

25-26
Nov

27-30
Dec
4-5

Dec
8-9

Dec
14-15

Dec
23-25

Jan
1-2

Jan
11

SITES
14-2 21.25 12.75 5.25
14-3 21
14-4 12.75 5.25
14-5 21.25 7.25 15 12.75 5.25
14-6 21.25 18.5 12.75 5.25
14-7 21.25 18.5 15 12.5 5.25
17-1 5
17-2 5.5 18.5
17-3 5.5 18.25
17-4 5.5 18.25
17-5 6.75 19.25 15
17-6 10 3.25
17-7 11.5 18.5 17.25
17-8 11.25
17-9 11.5 18.5

17-10 11.25 18.5
18-2 5.75 17.5 9 15 5
21-1 14.5 8
21-2 7.5 15.75
21-5
21-7 22
21-8
21-9

21-10 19 6 15
21-11 6
21-12 5.75
21-13 35 16
21-17 21.25 18 6 15
22-1 9.75 38.5
22-2 20.25 35.75
22-3 5.25 19.75 38.5
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Storm 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Dates
Nov

20-21
Nov

25-26
Nov

27-30
Dec
4-5

Dec
8-9

Dec
14-15

Dec
23-25

Jan
1-2

Jan
11

SITES
22-4
22-5 33
22-7 5 18 4.75 15
22-8 20.75 20.75 17 20.5 40
22-9 20 21 1 12.5 6 39.25

22-10 2
22-11 20 19.75
22-14 5
22-15 20 38.75
22-16 20 51.25 37.75
Storm
Total 156.5 555 548.25 29.5 105.75 20.5 500.5 228.25 115.25
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Table B-2
Generator Hours – Central and Southern Utah, 2019-2020

Storms 10-18

Storm 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18

Dates
Jan

12-13
Jan
14

Jan
16-17

Jan
26-27

Jan
30

Feb
2-3

Feb
22-23

Mar
1

Mar
8

SITES

10-1 7.25
10-2 4
10-3 12 2
10-4

10-6 12 17 7.25
10-7 12 2 17.5 7.25
10-8 9.25
10-9 12 2.5 10 17 7

10-10 10 17 9.5
10-11 12 10
10-12 11 10 17
11-1 14 10 11
11-2 11.5
11-3 12 7
11-4 10 11.5
11-5 12 15 10 11
13-1 14 10 10.75
13-3 12 14 10 11.25
13-4
13-5 12 14 10 11
13-6 10 11.75
13-7
13-8 10 11.25

13-10 7 10 11.25
13-11 12 13 10 12
13-12 11
14-1 11 8 10
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Storm 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18

Dates
Jan

12-13
Jan
14

Jan
16-17

Jan
26-27

Jan
30

Feb
2-3

Feb
22-23

Mar
1

Mar
8

SITES
14-2 12 13 10 11.25
14-3
14-4 15 6.5 9.75 12
14-5 12 13 10 11.75 12
14-6 10 6 11.5
14-7 6.5 11.5 12
17-1
17-2
17-3 11.5 12
17-4 11.5 12
17-5 10 11.5 12
17-6 12
17-7 12
17-8 12
17-9 12

17-10 12
18-2 12 10 11
21-1 10 12
21-2 3.75
21-5
21-7
21-8 4.5
21-9 3.75

21-10 10 7.25 11.75 12 5.25
21-11 12
21-12
21-13
21-17
22-1 12
22-2 12 2
22-3 12
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Storm 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18

Dates
Jan

12-13
Jan
14

Jan
16-17

Jan
26-27

Jan
30

Feb
2-3

Feb
22-23

Mar
1

Mar
8

SITES
22-4 12 6
22-5 10 7.25 11.5 12 6.25
22-7 12.75 12
22-8 7.5 15 17.25 2.5
22-9 9.5 15

22-10
22-11
22-14
22-15
22-16

Storm
Total 166 10.5 159 236.5 56 358 270 84.25 2.5
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Table B-3
Generator Hours – Central and Southern Utah, 2018-2019

Storms 19-27

Storm 19* 20* 21* 22* 23* 24* 25* 26* 27* Site
Totals

Dates
Mar
18

Mar
19-20

Mar
21

Mar
23

Mar
25-26

Mar
29

Apr
1-2

Apr
8-9

Apr
15-16

SITES

10-1 38.5
10-2 27
10-3 14
10-4 14
10-6 55.5
10-7 58.75
10-8 10.25
10-9 91.25

10-10 75.25
10-11 61.25
10-12 66
11-1 12 13 70
11-2 17.25
11-3 37.75
11-4 38.5
11-5 13.5 19.5 128.75
13-1 74.5
13-3 23 13.25 19.25 166.75
13-4 17.5 18.75 36.25
13-5 28 18.5 13.5 19.5 168.75
13-6 7.5 11 19.25 83.25
13-7 10 19.25 51.25
13-8 9.5 29 10 5 124.25

13-10 12 17 102
13-11 8.75 18.5 11 19 155.25
13-12 28 11.5 11 122
14-1 55.75
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Storm 19* 20* 21* 22* 23* 24* 25* 26* 27* Site
Totals

Dates
Mar
18

Mar
19-20

Mar
21

Mar
23

Mar
25-26

Mar
29

Apr
1-2

Apr
8-9

Apr
15-16

SITES
14-2 85.5
14-3 21
14-4 61.25
14-5 120.25
14-6 85.25
14-7 102.5
17-1 8 12.5 25.5
17-2 9 11 44
17-3 18.5 65.75
17-4 18 65.25
17-5 11 85.5
17-6 5.5 28.5 7.5 8.25 11 86
17-7 8.5 8 75.75
17-8 3.5 6.5 33.25
17-9 7.75 8 11 68.75

17-10 7.75 21 5.5 11.5 16 103.5
18-2 8.25 28.75 13 19 154.25
21-1 44.5
21-2 28.25 14 69.25
21-5 8.25 23.5 6.25 5 43
21-7 9 31
21-8 4.5
21-9 3.75

21-10 86.25
21-11 27.5 3 48.5
21-12 5.75
21-13 9.5 27.5 6.25 15.75 110
21-17 60.25
22-1 60.25
22-2 4 28 102
22-3 9.25 28.5 113.25
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Storm 19* 20* 21* 22* 23* 24* 25* 26* 27* Site
Totals

Dates
Mar
18

Mar
19-20

Mar
21

Mar
23

Mar
25-26

Mar
29

Apr
1-2

Apr
8-9

Apr
15-16

SITES
22-4 1 6 25
22-5 9.75 6 15.5 111.25
22-7 9.25 12.75 89.5
22-8 15 6 182.25
22-9 29 3 15.5 15 186.75

22-10 2
22-11 39.75
22-14 25.75 30.75
22-15 9 27.25 6.25 15.75 117
22-16 9 5.75 5.25 3.5 7.25 15.5 155.25
Storm
Total 142 478.75 8.75 9.5 185 43.5 211 82.5 185.75* Seeding funded through lower basin extension
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PRIMARY TARGET - PRECIPITATION

Site Name Lat(N) Long(W) Elev (Ft)

Control SitesBear Creek Tel, Nv 41°50' 115°27' 8040Berry Creek Tel, Nv 39°21' 114°39' 9100Caliente, NV 37°37' 114°31' 4440Ely, NV 39°17' 114°51' 6250Flagstaff Airport, AZ 35°08' 111°40' 7000Jacks Peak Tel, NV 41°32' 116°01' 8420McGill, Nv 39°24' 114°46' 6340Pole Creek RS, Tel Nv 41°52' 115°15' 8330Seligman, Az 35°19' 112°53' 5250Seventy-Six Ck Tel Nv 41°42' 115°28' 7100Ward Mountain, Tel #2 Nv 39°08' 114°49' 9200Wupatki NM, Az 35°31' 111°22' 4908
Target SitesAlton 37°26' 112°29' 7040Beaver Dams 39°08' 111°33' 8000Big Flat 38°18' 112°21' 10290Black Fl. UM Ck. 38°41' 111°36' 9400Box Creek 38°30' 112°02' 9300Buck Flat 39°08' 111°27' 9800Castle Valley 37°40' 112°44' 9580Dills Camp 39°02' 111°28' 9200Farnsworth Lake 38°46' 111°40' 9600Gooseberry R.S. 38°48' 111°41' 7920Hatch 37°39' 112°26' 6910Kimberly Mine 38°29' 112°23' 9300Kolob 37°32' 113°03' 9250Little Grassy Ck. 37°29' 113°51' 6100Long Flat 37°30' 113°25' 8000Mammoth-Cottonwood 39°41' 111°19' 8800Merchant Valley 38°18' 112°26' 8750Midway Valley 37°34' 112°50' 9800Pickle Keg Spring 39°02' 111°35' 9600Pine Creek 38°53' 112°15' 8800
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PRIMARY TARGET - PRECIPITATION (continued)

Site Name Lat(N) Long(W) Elev (Ft)

Target SitesRed Pine Ridge 39°27' 111°16' 9200Scofield-Skyland Mine 39°41' 111°12' 8710Seeley Ck. R.S. 39°19' 111°26' 10000Webster Flat 37°35' 112°54' 9200Widtsoe-Esc. # 3 37°50' 111°53' 9500
EASTERN TOOELE TARGET - PRECIPITATION

Control SitesBerry Creek, NV 39°21' 114°39' 9100Diamond Peak, NV 39°34' 115°51' 8040Farmington Cyn Upr, UT 40°58' 111°48' 8000Lamoille #3, NV 40°38' 115°24' 7700Payson R.S., UT 39°56' 111°38' 8050Ward Mtn #2, NV 39°08' 114°49' 9200
Target SitesRocky Basin Setlmnt, UT 40°26' 112°13' 8900Tooele, UT 40°32' 112°18' 5072Vernon Creek, UT 39°56' 112°25' 7500
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PRIMARY TARGET - SNOW COURSE AND SNOW PILLOW

Site No. Lat(N) Long(W) Elev (Ft)

Control SitesBright Angel Sc, Az 36°13' 112°04' 8400Grand Canyon Sc, Az 35°58' 111°58' 7500Snowbowl #2 Sc, Az 35°19' 111°42' 11,200Bostetter RS Pil, Id 42°10' 114°11' 7500Berry Creek, Pil, Nv 39°21' 114°39' 9100Dorsey Basin Pil, Nv 40°53' 115°12' 8100Green Mountain Pil, Nv 40°23' 115°32' 8000Corral Canyon Pil, Nv 40°17' 115°32' 8500Ward Mountain #2 Pil, Nv 39°08' 114°49' 9200Pole Creek RS, Pil, Nv 41°52' 115°15' 8330
Target SitesBeaver Dams Pil 39°08' 111°33' 8000Big Flat Pil 38°18' 112°21' 10290Black Fl UM Creek Pil 38°41' 111°36' 9400Box Creek Pil 38°30' 112°02' 9300Buck Flat Pil 39°08' 111°27' 9800Dill's Camp Pil 39°03' 111°27' 9200Farnsworth Lake Pil 38°46' 111°40' 9600Fish Lake Sc 38°33' 111°43' 8700GBRC Alp Mead. Sc 39°18' 111°27' 10000GBRC Headqts. Sc 39°19' 111°29' 8700Gooseberry RS Pil 38°47' 111°41' 8400Huntington Hrshoe Sc 39°37' 111°19' 9800Kimberly Mine Pil 38°29' 112°23' 9300Mammoth-Ctnwood Pil 39°41' 111°19' 8800Mt. Baldy RS Sc 39°08' 111°30' 9500Oak Creek SC 39°21' 112°21' 7760Pickle Keg Spring Pil 39°02' 111°35' 9600Pine Creek Pil 38°53' 112°15' 8800Red Pine Ridge Pil 39°28' 111°16' 9200Seeley Creek R.S. Pil 39°19' 111°26' 10000Box Springs Pil* 38°30' 112°00' 9300Thistle Flat Sc 39°14' 111°37' 8500Upper Joes Valley Sc 39°26' 111°15' 8900
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PRIMARY TARGET - SNOW COURSE AND SNOW PILLOW (continued)

Site Name Lat(N) Long(W) Elev (Ft)Wrigley Creek Sc 39°09' 111°20' 9000Bryce Canyon Sc 37°38' 112°12' 8000Castle Valley Pil 37°40' 112°44' 9500Long Flat Pil 37°30' 113°25' 8000Midway Valley Pil 37°34' 112°51' 9800Tall Poles Sc 37°43' 112°51' 8800Webster Flat Pil 37°59' 112°54' 9200Widtsoe Esc. #3 Pil 37°50' 111°53' 9500Yankee Res. Sc 37°32' 112°48' 8700
EASTERN TOOELE TARGET - SNOW COURSE AND SNOW PILLOW

Control SitesBaker Creek #2, NV 38°58' 114°17' 8950Bostetter RS, ID 42°10' 114°11' 7500Corral Canyon, NV 40°17' 115°32' 8500Murray Summit, NV 39°14' 114°58' 7250Payson R.S., UT 39°56' 111°38' 8050
Target SitesBevan's Cabin, UT 40°28' 112°15' 6450Rocky Basin Settlement, UT 40°26' 112°13' 8900Vernon Creek, UT 39°56' 112°25' 7500
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Note: In the following analyses, the current season data are considered preliminary.

Primary Target Linear Regression
Dec-Mar PrecipitationYEAR Control Target Predicted Ratio IncreaseRegression (non-seeded) period:1957 9.6 12.7 13.1 0.97 -0.41958 10.3 13.9 14.3 0.98 -0.31959 6.6 8.8 7.9 1.11 0.91960 9.3 13.2 12.6 1.05 0.61961 6.6 8.5 8.0 1.06 0.51962 10.9 14.9 15.2 0.98 -0.31963 6.7 9.0 8.2 1.10 0.81964 6.9 8.4 8.4 1.00 0.01965 9.9 13.3 13.6 0.98 -0.31966 7.2 9.3 8.9 1.04 0.41967 9.5 12.0 12.8 0.94 -0.81968 9.3 12.9 12.6 1.03 0.31969 11.9 18.4 17.0 1.09 1.51970 8.0 10.6 10.4 1.02 0.21971 7.9 9.7 10.1 0.96 -0.41972 8.0 7.6 10.3 0.74 -2.71973 10.6 14.7 14.7 1.00 0.01984 10.6 14.8 14.6 1.01 0.1Historical Mean 8.9 11.8 11.8 1.00 0.0Seeded period:YEAR Control Target Predicted Ratio Increase1974 8.6 11.3 11.3 1.00 0.01975 9.1 12.8 12.1 1.06 0.71976 7.7 9.9 9.9 1.01 0.11977 4.6 6.4 4.6 1.40 1.81978 13.0 20.3 18.7 1.08 1.61979 10.5 16.3 14.5 1.12 1.81980 11.8 20.5 16.7 1.23 3.91981 6.6 9.3 8.0 1.16 1.31982 11.4 16.9 16.1 1.05 0.81983 10.8 17.5 15.0 1.17 2.51985* 7.0 11.3 8.6 1.31 2.71986* 9.1 10.9 12.2 0.89 -1.31987* 6.6 9.7 8.0 1.21 1.71988 6.2 9.8 7.2 1.36 2.61989 8.0 10.2 10.3 0.99 -0.1
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YEAR Control Target Predicted Ratio Increase1990 6.5 9.1 7.8 1.17 1.31991 6.6 10.8 8.0 1.34 2.71992 6.4 10.2 7.6 1.34 2.61993 13.1 19.7 19.0 1.04 0.71994 5.7 8.7 6.5 1.35 2.31995 9.0 14.0 12.0 1.17 2.01996 9.1 12.9 12.2 1.05 0.71997 8.8 12.2 11.6 1.05 0.51998 9.4 14.4 12.6 1.14 1.81999 5.7 6.9 6.4 1.07 0.42000 8.3 12.4 10.8 1.15 1.72001 5.9 9.5 6.8 1.39 2.72002 5.9 6.2 6.7 0.92 -0.62003 5.8 9.6 6.6 1.45 3.02004 7.3 11.0 9.2 1.20 1.82005 10.3 15.9 14.2 1.13 1.82006 9.7 13.7 13.1 1.04 0.52007 6.3 7.2 7.4 0.98 -0.22008 8.8 15.1 11.7 1.28 3.32009 8.7 13.1 11.6 1.13 1.52010 8.4 13.8 11.1 1.24 2.72011 10.3 16.6 14.3 1.16 2.32012 6.6 8.7 7.9 1.09 0.72013 7.1 9.2 8.9 1.04 0.42014 6.1 7.9 7.1 1.10 0.72015 6.5 8.4 7.7 1.09 0.72016 8.8 11.4 11.7 0.98 -0.32017 12.6 16.1 18.0 0.89 -2.02018 6.1 8.5 7.2 1.18 1.32019 11.0 15.7 15.3 1.03 0.42020 8.0 10.1 10.4 0.98 -0.2Seeded Mean 8.3 12.1 10.8 1.12 1.3*Seeding conducted in adjacent areas, but not target areaSUMMARY OUTPUT
Regression StatisticsMultiple R 0.955721R Square 0.913403

CoefficientsIntercept -3.173422X Variable 1 1.688715
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Eastern Tooele Target Linear Regression
Dec-Mar Precipitation

YEAR Control Target Predicted Ratio IncreaseRegression (non-seeded) period1957 13.3 10.6 10.9 0.97 -0.41958 16.7 11.7 13.9 0.84 -2.21959 10.5 8.4 8.4 0.99 -0.11960 13.8 11.2 11.4 0.98 -0.21961 9.2 6.7 7.3 0.92 -0.61962 15.8 11.6 13.2 0.88 -1.61963 10.6 7.7 8.6 0.89 -0.91964 11.4 7.8 9.3 0.84 -1.51965 16.4 12.0 13.6 0.88 -1.61966 10.5 7.4 8.5 0.87 -1.11967 16.1 10.1 13.4 0.75 -3.31968 15.2 10.7 12.6 0.85 -1.91969 20.6 17.7 17.3 1.02 0.41970 11.7 7.2 9.5 0.76 -2.31971 13.3 15.4 11.0 1.40 4.41972 11.2 7.6 9.1 0.84 -1.51973 18.2 20.1 15.2 1.32 4.91974 14.5 8.7 12.0 0.73 -3.31975 16.0 12.8 13.3 0.96 -0.51983 18.1 16.1 15.1 1.06 1.01984 18.7 13.7 15.6 0.88 -1.91985 11.0 11.6 8.9 1.29 2.61986 16.1 13.8 13.4 1.03 0.41987 10.6 11.2 8.6 1.30 2.61988 9.5 9.5 7.6 1.25 1.91993 16.9 17.3 14.1 1.23 3.31994 11.4 10.4 9.3 1.13 1.21995 15.3 14.8 12.6 1.17 2.2Historical Mean 14.0 11.6 11.6 1.00 0.0Seeded period:YEAR Control Target Predicted Ratio Increase1976 11.5 10.3 9.4 1.10 0.91977 8.6 6.6 6.9 0.96 -0.21978 19.4 20.7 16.3 1.27 4.41979 13.9 12.5 11.5 1.09 1.01980 18.8 19.6 15.8 1.24 3.81981 11.5 8.9 9.3 0.95 -0.51982 19.4 15.5 16.3 0.95 -0.81989 13.2 11.0 10.8 1.02 0.21990 9.6 9.8 7.7 1.27 2.1
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YEAR Control Target Predicted Ratio Increase1991 9.3 8.4 7.4 1.13 1.01992 9.2 7.4 7.4 1.01 0.11996 17.1 14.2 14.2 1.00 0.01997 15.5 15.0 12.9 1.16 2.11998 17.5 20.2 14.6 1.39 5.61999 10.9 9.3 8.8 1.05 0.52000 15.1 15.2 12.5 1.21 2.62001 10.3 9.4 8.3 1.12 1.02002 10.4 8.4 8.4 1.00 0.02003 9.5 8.7 7.6 1.14 1.12004 13.5 15.0 11.1 1.34 3.82005 16.1 15.4 13.4 1.15 2.02006 17.6 15.4 14.7 1.05 0.72007 10.3 9.9 8.3 1.19 1.62008 15.4 14.7 12.7 1.15 2.02009 15.9 13.6 13.2 1.03 0.42010 13.6 11.5 11.2 1.03 0.32011 17.9 16.6 14.9 1.11 1.62012 8.9 8.5 7.1 1.19 1.32013 10.3 9.5 8.3 1.15 1.22014 11.1 10.4 9.0 1.15 1.32015 7.7 6.2 6.0 1.03 0.22016 14.4 13.2 11.9 1.10 1.22017 20.0 18.8 16.8 1.12 2.02018 9.7 8.6 7.8 1.10 0.82019 18.9 17.3 15.5 1.11 1.52020 10.6 8.4 8.6 0.98 -0.2Seeded Mean 13.4 12.3 11.0 1.12 1.3

SUMMARY OUTPUT
Regression StatisticsMultiple R 0.782368R Square 0.612099Adjusted R Square 0.59718Standard Error 2.231851Observations 28

CoefficientsStandard Error t Stat P-value Lower 95%Intercept -0.69476 1.959753-0.3545140.725813 -4.72309X Variable 1 0.875061 0.136616 6.405266 8.73E-07 0.594243
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Primary Target
Apr 1 Snow Water ContentYEAR Control Target Predicted Ratio IncreaseRegression (non-seeded) period:1956 14.9 12.3 15.1 0.82 -2.71957 15.3 16.9 15.4 1.10 1.51958 20.2 20.6 20.5 1.00 0.11959 9.6 10.4 9.6 1.09 0.81960 12.4 13.9 12.5 1.11 1.41961 12.7 11.3 12.7 0.89 -1.41962 20.3 20.1 20.6 0.98 -0.51963 8.9 10.3 8.8 1.17 1.51964 12.0 11.4 12.1 0.95 -0.71965 16.2 17.9 16.4 1.09 1.51966 11.2 10.5 11.2 0.93 -0.71967 11.5 10.8 11.5 0.94 -0.71968 13.5 16.8 13.6 1.24 3.31969 21.0 23.1 21.4 1.08 1.71970 14.3 15.2 14.4 1.06 0.81971 14.9 14.4 15.1 0.96 -0.61972 12.2 8.4 12.3 0.69 -3.91973 21.6 20.7 21.9 0.94 -1.21984 23.8 24.1 24.2 0.99 -0.2Historical Mean 15.1 15.2 15.2 1.00 0.0YEAR Control Target Predicted Ratio Increase1974 13.9 15.6 14.0 1.11 1.61975 18.0 17.3 18.3 0.95 -1.01976 12.7 12.9 12.8 1.01 0.21977 8.1 8.2 8.0 1.02 0.21978 18.6 21.8 18.9 1.15 2.91979 18.0 21.4 18.2 1.17 3.21980 19.3 23.6 19.6 1.20 4.01981 9.6 10.2 9.6 1.06 0.61982 20.3 20.5 20.7 0.99 -0.21983 23.1 26.0 23.6 1.10 2.41985* 16.3 16.5 16.5 1.00 0.01986* 13.8 15.7 13.9 1.13 1.81987* 11.2 13.0 11.2 1.17 1.91988 10.5 13.1 10.5 1.25 2.71989 14.5 11.3 14.6 0.77 -3.41990 9.2 10.5 9.1 1.16 1.41991 12.3 12.8 12.3 1.04 0.51992 11.7 12.1 11.7 1.04 0.4
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YEAR Control Target Predicted Ratio Increase1993 20.1 21.3 20.4 1.04 0.91994 9.3 10.8 9.3 1.17 1.61995 17.8 16.6 18.0 0.92 -1.41996 13.7 14.6 13.8 1.06 0.81997 15.5 15.1 15.7 0.96 -0.61998 17.1 16.7 17.4 0.96 -0.71999 10.3 8.1 10.3 0.79 -2.22000 12.8 13.7 12.9 1.06 0.82001 10.8 11.3 10.8 1.04 0.52002 10.4 9.6 10.4 0.92 -0.82003 9.5 12.1 9.5 1.28 2.62004 9.3 10.2 9.2 1.11 1.02005 20.8 20.1 21.1 0.95 -1.02006 16.7 17.4 16.9 1.03 0.52007** 7.9 6.8 7.8 0.87 -1.02008 15.1 16.1 15.2 1.06 0.82009 12.9 12.7 13.0 0.98 -0.22010 14.7 15.1 14.8 1.02 0.32011 16.0 20.1 16.2 1.24 3.92012** 7.3 7.9 7.1 1.11 0.82013 8.9 9.3 8.8 1.06 0.52014 9.5 9.9 9.4 1.05 0.52015** 5.0 6.1 4.7 1.28 1.32016 14.2 12.8 14.4 0.89 -1.52017** 16.4 13.9 16.6 0.84 -2.72018 8.2 7.9 8.1 0.97 -0.22019 18.7 19.5 18.9 1.03 0.62020 11.5 14.0 11.6 1.21 2.4Seeded Mean 13.9 14.7 14.0 1.04 0.6* Seeding conducted in adjacent areas but not target area** Results not included in average due to early snowmelt
SUMMARY OUTPUT

Regression StatisticsMultiple R 0.9355563R Square 0.8752657Adjusted RSquare 0.8679284Standard Error 1.7407636Observations 19
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YEAR Control Target Predicted Ratio Increase
Coefficients

Intercept -0.37896640X Variable 1.03556085
Primary Target

Apr 1 Snow Water Content Multiple Regression with Two Control Groups (North, South)

YEAR North Ctrl South Ctrl Target Predicted Ratio IncreaseRegressionperiod:1956 20.5 9.3 12.3 14.5 0.85 -2.21957 16.8 13.7 16.9 15.9 1.06 1.01958 25.5 14.9 20.6 20.3 1.02 0.31959 12.3 6.9 10.4 9.5 1.10 0.91960 13.7 11.2 13.9 12.9 1.08 1.01961 17.6 7.7 11.3 12.3 0.93 -0.91962 22.8 17.7 20.1 21.1 0.96 -0.91963 10.2 7.6 10.3 9.1 1.14 1.21964 17.1 6.9 11.4 11.5 0.99 -0.11965 20.0 12.4 17.9 16.4 1.09 1.51966 11.1 11.3 10.5 11.9 0.88 -1.41967 14.4 8.5 10.8 11.4 0.94 -0.71968 12.6 14.3 16.8 14.6 1.16 2.31969 21.1 21.0 23.1 22.5 1.03 0.61970 18.1 10.4 15.2 14.3 1.07 1.01971 21.0 8.9 14.4 14.4 1.00 0.01972 19.1 5.4 8.4 11.3 0.75 -2.91973 20.9 22.3 20.7 23.3 0.89 -2.61984 36.7 10.9 24.1 22.3 1.08 1.8HistoricalMean 18.5 11.6 15.2 15.2 1.00 0.0
YEAR North Ctrl SouthCtrl Target Predicted Ratio IncreaseSeededPeriod:1974 20.9 7.0 15.6 13.1 1.19 2.51975 24.4 11.6 17.3 17.7 0.98 -0.4
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1976 18.2 7.1 12.9 12.1 1.07 0.81977 9.9 6.3 8.2 8.1 1.01 0.11978 19.5 17.7 21.8 19.7 1.11 2.11979 19.0 17.0 21.4 19.0 1.13 2.41980 19.6 19.0 23.6 20.6 1.15 3.01981 10.1 9.1 10.2 10.1 1.01 0.11982 25.8 14.9 20.5 20.4 1.00 0.01983 24.6 21.6 26.0 24.4 1.06 1.61985* 17.8 14.9 16.5 17.1 0.97 -0.51986* 16.2 11.3 15.7 14.0 1.12 1.61987* 12.2 10.2 13.0 11.6 1.12 1.41988 13.5 7.4 13.1 10.3 1.27 2.8
YEAR North Ctrl SouthCtrl Target Predicted Ratio Increase1990 11.3 7.0 10.5 9.2 1.15 1.41991 12.7 11.9 12.8 13.0 0.99 -0.11992 10.0 13.3 12.1 12.8 0.95 -0.71993 17.2 22.9 21.3 22.2 0.96 -0.91994 9.9 8.7 10.8 9.7 1.12 1.11995 15.7 19.8 16.6 19.5 0.85 -2.91996 20.4 7.0 14.6 12.9 1.13 1.71997 19.7 11.3 15.1 15.5 0.97 -0.41998 18.3 15.9 16.7 18.0 0.93 -1.31999 14.8 5.7 8.1 9.7 0.83 -1.62000 16.0 9.6 13.7 12.8 1.07 0.92001 11.3 10.3 11.3 11.3 1.00 0.02002 15.8 5.0 9.6 9.7 0.99 -0.12003 10.1 8.9 12.1 9.9 1.22 2.22004 12.7 5.9 10.2 8.9 1.15 1.32005 18.4 23.1 20.1 22.8 0.88 -2.72006 23.9 9.4 17.4 16.0 1.09 1.42007** 11.2 4.5 6.8 7.4 0.91 -0.62008 17.7 12.5 16.1 15.4 1.04 0.62009 15.3 10.5 12.7 13.1 0.97 -0.42010 14.0 15.3 15.1 15.8 0.95 -0.72011 19.6 12.4 20.1 16.2 1.24 3.92012** 9.5 5.1 7.9 7.1 1.12 0.92013 12.0 5.8 9.3 8.6 1.08 0.72014 14.1 4.8 9.9 8.8 1.12 1.02015** 6.0 3.9 6.1 4.9 1.26 1.22016 21.0 7.4 12.8 13.5 0.95 -0.62017** 18.8 13.9 13.9 16.9 0.82 -3.02018 12.1 4.3 7.9 7.7 1.03 0.32019 21.9 15.4 19.5 19.2 1.02 0.42020 14.3 8.7 14.0 11.5 1.21 2.4SeededMean 16.6 11.3 14.7 14.2 1.03 0.5
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SUMMARY OUTPUT
Regression StatisticsMultiple R 0.949996055R Square 0.902492504

CoefficientsIntercept -0.260923565X North 0.417766179X South 0.666458753
Eastern Tooele Target

Apr 1 Snow Water ContentYEAR Control Target Predicted Ratio IncreaseRegression (non-seeded) period:1956 16.3 8.9 16.7 0.54 -7.71957 14.2 16.0 14.4 1.11 1.61958 20.9 16.2 21.6 0.75 -5.41959 10.6 10.2 10.5 0.97 -0.31960 12.0 16.2 12.0 1.35 4.21961 12.8 10.5 12.9 0.82 -2.31962 20.7 18.8 21.3 0.88 -2.51963 7.9 7.1 7.6 0.93 -0.51964 13.8 14.0 14.0 1.00 0.01965 17.0 16.3 17.4 0.93 -1.11966 11.1 9.4 11.1 0.85 -1.61967 12.7 11.9 12.7 0.93 -0.91968 12.5 14.0 12.6 1.12 1.41969 22.4 25.5 23.2 1.10 2.31970 14.7 11.9 14.9 0.79 -3.11971 16.6 16.6 17.0 0.98 -0.41972 15.3 8.7 15.5 0.56 -6.91973 20.4 32.1 21.0 1.53 11.11974 17.2 13.1 17.6 0.74 -4.51975 18.1 20.1 18.6 1.08 1.51983 22.4 21.0 23.2 0.90 -2.21984 27.1 30.8 28.1 1.10 2.71985 15.0 20.3 15.2 1.33 5.11986 16.0 12.8 16.3 0.79 -3.51987 11.3 15.3 11.3 1.36 4.01988 11.7 12.2 11.7 1.05 0.61993 16.1 19.9 16.4 1.21 3.51994 10.0 11.5 9.9 1.16 1.61995 13.8 17.0 13.9 1.22 3.1
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YEAR Control Target Predicted Ratio IncreaseHistorical Mean 15.5 15.8 15.8 1.00 0.0Seeded period:YEAR Control Target Predicted Ratio Increase1976 15.7 15.6 16.0 0.98 -0.41977 6.2 9.3 5.8 1.59 3.51978 17.4 21.1 17.8 1.18 3.31979 18.9 18.0 19.4 0.93 -1.41980 19.0 24.4 19.5 1.25 4.81981 9.3 12.5 9.2 1.36 3.31982 21.4 19.6 22.1 0.89 -2.51989 13.9 9.9 14.1 0.70 -4.21990 10.7 12.4 10.7 1.16 1.71991 10.2 10.5 10.1 1.05 0.51992 8.7 10.3 8.5 1.21 1.81996 14.5 12.8 14.7 0.87 -1.91997 14.8 17.9 15.0 1.19 2.91998 14.8 23.4 15.0 1.56 8.41999 10.1 8.8 10.0 0.88 -1.22000 11.2 15.9 11.2 1.42 4.72001 8.7 11.4 8.5 1.35 3.02002 11.2 11.0 11.2 0.98 -0.22003 8.5 9.6 8.3 1.16 1.32004 10.2 15.0 10.1 1.49 4.92005 18.0 20.2 18.5 1.09 1.72006 16.6 16.3 17.0 0.96 -0.62007* 6.8 7.2 6.4 1.11 0.72008 14.3 17.5 14.4 1.21 3.12009 12.6 13.9 12.6 1.10 1.22010 12.2 13.0 12.2 1.06 0.82011 16.0 21.9 16.3 1.34 5.52012* 8.2 7.2 7.9 0.91 -0.72013 7.9 10.0 7.7 1.30 2.32014 10.1 8.3 9.9 0.83 -1.72015* 4.1 1.5 3.6 0.43 -2.02016 13.6 12.0 13.8 0.87 -1.82017* 12.9 13.8 13.0 1.06 0.82018 8.3 5.3 8.1 0.66 -2.82019 19.5 21.4 20.0 1.07 1.42020 10.7 11.5 10.7 1.08 0.8Seeded Mean 13.0 14.4 13.1 1.10 1.3* Not included in mean due to early-season snowmeltSUMMARY OUTPUT
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YEAR Control Target Predicted Ratio Increase
Regression StatisticsMultiple R 0.766963R Square 0.588233Adjusted R Square 0.572982Standard Error 3.975414Observations 29

Coefficients Standard Error t Stat P-value Lower 95%Intercept -0.80605 2.774503 -0.29052 0.773637 -6.49886X Variable 1 1.068717 0.172081 6.210555 1.22E-06 0.715637
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APPENDIX E

GLOSSARY OF RELEVANT METEOROLOGICAL TERMS

Advection:  Movement of an air mass.   Cold advection describes a colder air mass movinginto the area, and warm advection is used to describe an incoming warmer air mass.  Dryand moist advection can be used similarly.
Air Mass: A term used to describe a region of the atmosphere with certain definingcharacteristics.  For example, a cold or warm air mass, or a wet or dry air mass.  It is a fairlysubjective term but is usually used in reference to large (synoptic scale) regions of theatmosphere, both near the surface and/or at mid and upper levels of the atmosphere.
Cold-core low:  A typical mid-latitude type of low pressure system, where the core of thesystem is colder than its surroundings.  This type of system is also defined by the cycloniccirculation being strongest in the upper levels of the atmosphere.  The opposite is a warm-core low, which typically occurs in the tropics.
Cold Pool: An air mass that is cold relative to its surroundings, and may be confined to aparticular basin
Condensation: Phase change of water vapor into liquid form.   This can occur on thesurface of objects (such as dew on the grass) or in mid-air (leading to the formation ofclouds).  Clouds are technically composed of water in liquid form, not water vapor.
Confluent: Wind vectors coming closer together in a two-dimensional frame of reference(opposite of diffluent).  The term convergence is also used similarly.
Convective (or convection): Pertains to the development of precipitation areas due to therising of warmer, moist air through the surrounding air mass.  The warmth and moisturecontained in a given air mass makes it lighter than colder, dryer air.  Convection often leadsto small-scale, locally heavy showers or thundershowers.   The opposite precipitation typeis known as stratiform precipitation.
Convergence: Refers to the converging of wind vectors at a given level of the atmosphere.Low-level convergence (along with upper-level divergence), for instance, is associated withlifting of the air mass which usually leads to development of clouds and precipitation.  Low-level divergence (and upper-level convergence) is associated with atmospheric subsidence,which leads to drying and warming.
Deposition: A phase change where water vapor turns directly to solid form (ice).  Theopposite process is called sublimation.
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Dew point: The temperature at which condensation occurs (or would occur) with a givenamount of moisture in the air.
Diffluent: Wind vectors spreading further apart in a two-dimensional frame of reference;opposite of confluent
Entrain: Usually used in reference to the process of a given air mass being ingested into astorm system
Evaporation: Phase change of liquid water into water vapor.  Water vapor is usuallyinvisible to the eye.
El Nino: A reference to a particular phase of oceanic and atmospheric temperature andcirculation patterns in the tropical Pacific, where the prevailing easterly trade windsweaken or dissipate.  Often has an effect on mid-latitude patterns as well, such as increasedprecipitation in southern portions of the U.S. and decreased precipitation further north.The opposite phase is called La Nina.
Front (or frontal zone): Reference to a temperature boundary with either incomingcolder air (cold front) or incoming warmer air (warm front); can sometimes be a referenceto a stationary temperature boundary line (stationary front) or a more complex typeknown as an occluded front (where the temperature change across a boundary can vary intype at different elevations).
Glaciogenic: Ice-forming (aiding the process of nucleation); usually used in reference tocloud seeding nuclei
GMT (or UTC, or Z) time: Greenwich Mean Time, universal time zone corresponding tothe time at Greenwich, England.   Pacific Standard Time (PST) = GMT – 8 hours;  PacificDaylight Time (PDT) = GMT – 7 hours.
Graupel: A precipitation type that can be described as “soft hail”, that develops due toriming (nucleation around a central core).  It is composed of opaque (white) ice, not clearhard ice such as that contained in hailstones.  It usually indicated the presence ofconvective clouds and can be associated with electrical charge separation and occasionallylightning activity.
High Pressure (or Ridge): Region of the atmosphere usually accompanied by dry andstable weather.  Corresponds to a northward bulge of the jet stream on a weather map, andto an anti-cyclonic (clockwise) circulation pattern.
Inversion: Refers to a layer of the atmosphere in which the temperature increase withelevation
Jet Stream or Upper-Level Jet (sometimes referred to more generally as the storm track):A region of maximum wind speed, usually in the upper atmosphere that usually coincides
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with the main storm track in the mid-latitudes.  This is the area that also typicallycorresponds to the greatest amount of mid-latitude synoptic-scale storm development.
La Nina: The opposite phase of that known as El Nino in the tropical Pacific.  During LaNina the easterly tropical trade winds strengthen and can lead in turn to a strong mid-latitude storm track, which often brings wetter weather to northern portions of the U.S.
Longwave (or longwave pattern): The longer wavelengths, typically on the order of1,000 – 2,000+ miles of the typical ridge/trough pattern around the northern (or southern)Hemisphere, typically most pronounced in the mid-latitudes.
Low-Level Jet: A zone of maximum wind speed in the lower atmosphere.  Can be causedby geographical features or various weather patterns, and can influence storm behaviorand dispersion of cloud seeding materials
Low-pressure (or trough): Region of the atmosphere usually associated with stormyweather.  Corresponds to a southward dip to the jet stream on a weather map as well as acyclonic (counter-clockwise) circulation pattern in the Northern Hemisphere.
Mesoscale: Sub - synoptic scale, about 100 miles or less; this is the size scale of morelocalized weather features (such as thunderstorms or mountain-induced weatherprocesses).
Microphysics: Used in reference to composition and particle types in a cloud
MSL (Mean Sea Level): Elevation height reference in comparison to sea level
Negative (ly) tilted trough: A low-pressure trough where a portion is undercut, such thata frontal zone can be in a northwest to southeast orientation.
Nucleation: The process of supercooled water droplets in a cloud turning to ice.  This isthe process that is aided by cloud seeding.  For purposes of cloud seeding, there are threepossible types of cloud composition:  Liquid (temperature above the freezing point),supercooled (below freezing but still in liquid form), and ice crystals.
Nuclei: Small particles that aid water droplet or ice particle formation in a cloud
Orographic: Terrain-induced weather processes, such as cloud or precipitationdevelopment on the upwind side of a mountain range.  Orographic lift refers to the lifting ofan air mass as it encounters a mountain range.
Pressure Heights:(700 millibars, or mb):  Corresponds to approximately 10,000 feet above sea level (MSL);850 mb corresponds to about 5,000 feet MSL; and 500 mb corresponds to about 18,000feet MSL.  These are standard height levels that are occasionally referenced, with the 700-mb level most important regarding cloud-seeding potential in most of the western U.S.
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Positive (ly) tilted trough: A normal U-shaped trough configuration, where an incomingcold front would generally be in a northeast– southwest orientation.
Reflectivity: The density of returned signal from a radar beam, which is typically bouncedback due to interaction with precipitation particles (either frozen or liquid) in theatmosphere.  The reflectivity depends on the size, number, and type of particles that theradar beam encounters
Ridge (or High Pressure System): Region of the atmosphere usually accompanied by dryand stable weather.  Corresponds to a northward bulge of the jet stream on a weather map,and to an anti-cyclonic (clockwise) circulation pattern.
Ridge axis: The longitude band corresponding to the high point of a ridge
Rime (or rime ice): Ice buildup on an object (often on an existing precipitation particle)due to the freezing of supercooled water droplets.
Shortwave (or shortwave pattern): Smaller-scale wave features of the weather patterntypically seen at mid-latitudes, usually on the order of a few to several hundred miles; theseoften correspond to individual frontal systems
Silver iodide: A compound commonly used in cloud seeding because of the similarity of itsmolecular structure to that of an ice crystal.  This structure helps in the process ofnucleation, where supercooled cloud water changes to ice crystal form.
Storm Track (sometimes reference as the Jet Stream):   A zone of maximum stormpropagation and development, usually concentrated in the mid-latitudes.
Stratiform: Usually used in reference to precipitation, this implies a large area ofprecipitation that has a fairly uniform intensity except where influenced by terrain, etc.   Itis the result of larger-scale (synoptic scale) weather processes, as opposed to convectiveprocesses.
Sublimation: The phase change in which water in solid form (ice) turns directly intowater vapor.  The opposite process is deposition.
Subsidence: The process of a given air mass moving downward in elevation, such as oftenoccurs on the downwind side of a mountain range
Supercooled: Liquid water (such as tiny cloud droplets) occurring at temperatures  belowthe freezing point (32 F or 0 C).
Synoptic Scale: A scale of hundreds to perhaps 1,000+ miles, the size scale at which highand low pressure systems develop
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Trough (or low pressure system): Region of the atmosphere usually associated withstormy weather.  Corresponds to a southward dip to the jet stream on a weather map aswell as a cyclonic (counter-clockwise) circulation pattern in the Northern Hemisphere.
Trough axis: The longitude band corresponding to the low point of a trough
Upper-Level Jet or Jet Stream (sometimes referred to more generally as the storm track):A region of maximum wind speed, usually in the upper atmosphere that usually coincideswith the main storm track in the mid-latitudes.  This is the area that also typicallycorresponds to the greatest amount of mid-latitude synoptic-scale storm development.
UTC (or GMT, or Z) time: Greenwich Mean Time, universal time zone corresponding tothe time at Greenwich, England.   Pacific Standard Time (PST) = GMT – 8 hours;  PacificDaylight Time (PDT) = GMT – 7 hours.
Vector: Term used to represent wind velocity (speed + direction) at a given point
Velocity: Describes speed of an object, often used in the description of wind intensities
Vertical Wind Profiler: Ground-based system that measures wind velocity at variouslevels above the site
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